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Abstract. In a seminal paper “Volumen und Oberfläche” (1903), Minkowski
introduced the basic notion of mixed volumes and the corresponding inequali-
ties that lie at the heart of convex geometry. The fundamental importance of
characterizing the extremals of these inequalities was already emphasized by
Minkowski himself, but has to date only been resolved in special cases. In this
paper, we completely settle the extremals of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality,
confirming a conjecture of R. Schneider. Our proof is based on the representa-
tion of mixed volumes of arbitrary convex bodies as Dirichlet forms associated
to certain highly degenerate elliptic operators. A key ingredient of the proof
is a quantitative rigidity property associated to these operators.

1. Introduction

1.1. History of the problem. The systematic study of the geometry of convex
bodies dates back to the work of Brunn and Steiner in the 1880s. It is however
arguably the work of Minkowski that laid the foundation for the modern theory of
convex geometry. In his seminal paper “Volumen und Oberfläche” (1903) [29], and
in an unfinished manuscript “Theorie der konvexen Körper” that was published
posthumously [30], Minkowski introduced the basic notion of mixed volumes and
the corresponding inequalities that play a central role in the modern theory [8, 40].
The aim of this paper is to settle a fundamental question arising from Minkowski’s
original paper that has hitherto remained open.

As was customary at that time, Minkowski restricted attention to 3-dimensional
bodies. While our main results are formulated in any dimension, let us first explain
the problem investigated here in its original context. Let K1,K2,K3 be convex
bodies in R3 (throughout this paper, a convex body is a nonempty compact convex
set). The starting point for Minkowski’s theory is the fact that the volume of convex
bodies is a homogeneous polynomial: for any λ1, λ2, λ3 ě 0, we have

Volpλ1K1 ` λ2K2 ` λ3K3q “
3
ÿ

i1,i2,i3“1
VpKi1 ,Ki2 ,Ki3qλi1λi2λi3 , (1.1)

where we denote λK`µL :“ tλx`µy : x P K, y P Lu. The coefficients VpK,L,Mq
in this polynomial are called mixed volumes. They are nonnegative, symmetric in
their arguments, and linear in each argument. Mixed volumes admit various natural
geometric interpretations, and give rise to many familiar notions as special cases.
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For example, if K is any convex body and B denotes the (Euclidean) unit ball,
then the volume, surface area, and mean width of K may be expressed as

VolpKq “ VpK,K,Kq, SpKq “ 3 VpB,K,Kq, WpKq “ 3
2πVpB,B,Kq,

respectively. We refer to [40, 9, 8] for a detailed exposition.
Once the central role of mixed volumes has been realized, it is natural to expect

that many geometric properties of convex bodies may be expressed in terms of
relations between mixed volumes. This perspective lies at the heart of Minkowski’s
theory. In particular, Minkowski established [29, p. 479] the following fundamental
inequality for three convex bodies K,L,M in R3:

VpK,L,Mq2 ě VpK,K,MqVpL,L,Mq. (1.2)
We refer to (1.2) as (the 3-dimensional case of) Minkowski’s quadratic inequality.
This inequality unifies many classical geometric inequalities for 3-dimensional con-
vex bodies, and gives rise to numerous new ones.

Example 1.1. The special cases of (1.2) that involve only Vol, S, and W are
SpKq2 ě 6πWpKqVolpKq, πWpKq2 ě SpKq.

When combined, these recover the classical isoperimetric and Urysohn inequalities

SpKq3 ě 36πVolpKq2, WpKq3 ě 6
π

VolpKq.

Example 1.2. Define Ct :“ p1 ´ tqK ` tL for t P r0, 1s. Then d2

dt2 VolpCtq1{3 “
´ 2
p1´tq2 VolpCtq´5{3tVpL,Ct, Ctq2 ´ VpL,L,CtqVpCt, Ct, Ctqu ď 0 by (1.2). Thus

Volpp1´ tqK ` tLq1{3 ě p1´ tqVolpKq1{3 ` tVolpLq1{3,
that is, we recover the Brunn-Minkowski inequality as another consequence of (1.2).

These are only some basic examples of the breadth of implications of (1.2), cf.
[9, 40]; many others are obtained from more general choices of convex bodies or
from higher-dimensional analogues that will be discussed below.

Minkowski viewed (1.2) as a far-reaching generalization of the classical isoperi-
metric inequality. To deduce a genuine isoperimetric statement, however, an in-
equality in itself does not suffice: one must also understand the associated extremal
problem. For example, the classical isoperimetric theorem states that among all
bodies K with fixed volume, surface area is minimized if and only if K is a ball. This
extremal principle follows from the isoperimetric inequality SpKq3 ě 36πVolpKq2
once it is understood that balls are the unique equality cases or extremals of this
inequality: these are precisely the bodies for which the left-hand side is minimized
when the right-hand side is fixed. It is far from obvious what is the analogous state-
ment for the general inequality (1.2). These considerations motivate the following:

Question. For which K,L,M is equality attained in (1.2)?

Minkowski realized that striking new phenomena arise from this question already
in the most basic example. Consider the inequality

VpB,K,Kq2 ě VpB,B,KqVpK,K,Kq, (1.3)
which is equivalent to SpKq2 ě 6πWpKqVolpKq. This inequality has the following
isoperimetric interpretation: among all bodies K with fixed volume and mean width,
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Figure 1.1. A cap body of the ball.

the surface area is minimized if and only if K attains equality in (1.3). Remarkably,
it turns out that this generalized isoperimetric problem possesses many unusual
extremals, in sharp contrast to the classical isoperimetric theorem. For example,
equality holds in (1.3) whenever K is any cap body of the ball, that is, the convex
hull of B with a finite or countable number of points so that the “caps” emanating
from these points are disjoint (see Figure 1.1).

These observations motivate the attention paid by Minkowski to the extremals
of his inequalities. In particular, in [29, p. 477], he asserts that the only extremals
of (1.3) are cap bodies of the ball. No proof of this statement appears, however,
in [29, 30], and it seems unlikely that Minkowski had a correct proof of this fact.
Nonetheless, the statement is correct, as was shown 40 years later by Bol [7] using
methods that are specific to this special case. On the other hand, Minkowski does
not formulate any general conjecture on the extremals of (1.2). The characterization
of these extremals is a long-standing open problem in convex geometry; see, for
example, [15, p. 248], [1, p. 80], [8, §52 and §55], [36], [9, §20.5], [40, §7.6]. The
main results of this paper will provide a complete solution to this problem.

1.2. Setting and results. The results of this paper will in fact be developed in
a more general setting than the 3-dimensional case considered by Minkowski. We
will presently describe the general setting considered in this paper, as well as how
the results of this paper fit in a broader context.

The theory of mixed volumes is by no means restricted to three dimensions: a full
theory was developed by many authors, following key contributions by Bonnesen,
Fenchel, Favard, and Alexandrov. If K1, . . . ,Km are convex bodies in Rn, then

Volpλ1K1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λmKmq “

m
ÿ

i1,...,in“1
VpKi1 , . . . ,Kinqλi1 ¨ ¨ ¨λin (1.4)

for λ1, . . . , λm ě 0 in direct analogy with the 3-dimensional case (1.1). This identity
serves as the definition of mixed volumes in dimension n.

With this general definition in hand, one can directly adapt the proof of (1.2)
to higher dimension [8, p. 99], which yields the inequality

VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq2 ě VpK,K,M, . . . ,MqVpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq (1.5)

for any convex bodies K,L,M in Rn. We will henceforth refer to (1.5) as (the
n-dimensional case of) Minkowski’s quadratic inequality. The main result of this
paper is a complete characterization of the extremals of (1.5). In particular, the
3-dimensional case of our main result fully settles the extremal problem that arises
in Minkowski’s 1903 paper. As the structure of the family of extremals is somewhat
intricate, we postpone a detailed description of our main results to section 2.
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The characterization of the extremals provided by our main results was con-
jectured by Schneider [36] (where credit for a special case is given to Loritz) in a
more general setting. We now briefly describe the broader context of Schneider’s
conjectures, and how it relates to the setting of this paper.

Minkowski’s quadratic inequality (1.5) involves mixed volumes of three convex
bodies K,L,M . In the 3-dimensional case, all mixed volumes are of this form. How-
ever, in the n-dimensional case, mixed volumes may in principle involve n distinct
convex bodies. It was conjectured by Fenchel that Minkowski’s quadratic inequal-
ity can be generalized to arbitrary n-dimensional mixed volumes; such a general
inequality, however, does not follow from Minkowski’s methods. Its existence was
finally proved by Alexandrov in 1937 [1], who showed that

VpK,L,C1, . . . , Cn´2q
2 ě VpK,K,C1, . . . , Cn´2qVpL,L,C1, . . . , Cn´2q (1.6)

for any convex bodies K,L,C1, . . . , Cn´2 in Rn. The fundamental inequality (1.6)
is known as the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality.

The Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality has numerous applications and connections
with various areas of mathematics and is a deep result in its own right, cf. [1, 40,
9, 2, 41]. The characterization of its equality cases is a well-known open problem
that dates back to Alexandrov’s 1937 paper.1 Not even a plausible conjecture
was available on the nature of these equality cases, until detailed conjectures were
proposed by Schneider in 1985 [36]. To date, only very limited cases of Schneider’s
conjectures have been settled, cf. [40, section 7.6] and the references therein. Our
main results confirm Schneider’s conjectures in the setting of Minkowski’s quadratic
inequality (which already fully captures the 3-dimensional case). While a part of
our proofs is specific to this setting (cf. Remark 6.3), many techniques that are
introduced in this paper apply to general mixed volumes and may be of independent
interest. Some key elements of our approach are described in section 1.3.

Beside their direct significance to the foundations of convex geometry, the ex-
tremals of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality and of the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequal-
ity are closely connected to several other problems. They arise, for example, in the
study of infinitesimal rigidity of convex surfaces [17, 5], in the mixed analogue of
Minkowski’s uniqueness problem [40, Theorem 7.4.2], and in graph theory [24].
Moreover, remarkable connections with algebraic geometry [9, section 27] relate
extremals of the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality to those of the Hodge index theo-
rem, which are not well understood. These connections are orthogonal to the main
contribution of this paper, so we will not develop them further here.

1.3. Some key ideas. In first instance, it may be expected that the characteriza-
tion of the extremals of the Minkowski and Alexandrov-Fenchel inequalities should
follow from a careful analysis of the proofs of these inequalities. It turns out, how-
ever, that none of the classical proofs provides information on the cases of equality:
the proofs rely on strong regularity assumptions (such as smooth bodies or poly-
topes with restricted face directions) under which only trivial equality cases arise,
and deduce the general result by approximation. The study of the nontrivial ex-
tremals requires one to work directly with general convex bodies, whose analysis
gives rise to basic open questions in the foundation of convex geometry.

1Alexandrov writes [1, p. 80]: “Serious difficulties occur in determining the conditions for
equality to hold in the general inequalities just derived. This question has not been solved even
for the Minkowski quadratic inequality in three dimensional space.”
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From their definition, it is clear that mixed volumes are well defined for arbitrary
convex bodies. The behavior of mixed volumes VpK1, . . . ,Knq as a function of the
bodies K1, . . . ,Kn is far from clear, however. In the early literature on convex ge-
ometry [29, 8], explicit formulae for mixed volumes were only available for smooth
bodies or for polytopes, which do not provide a basis for the direct study of general
convex bodies. An important advance in convex geometry, due independently to
Fenchel and Jessen [16] and Alexandrov [1] in the late 1930s, was the explicit formu-
lation of mixed volumes as a functional of a single body K ÞÑ VpK,C1, . . . , Cn´1q.
These authors discovered that for arbitrary convex bodies C1, . . . , Cn´1 in Rn, there
exists a finite measure SC1,...,Cn´1 on Sn´1 so that

VpK,C1, . . . , Cn´1q “
1
n

ż

hK dSC1,...,Cn´1 ,

where hK : Sn´1 Ñ R denotes the support function hKpxq :“ supyPKxy, xy. The
mixed area measure SC1,...,Cn´1 plays a fundamental role in convex geometry: its
introduction made it possible to study classical problems that were previously re-
stricted to smooth bodies or polytopes (such as the Minkowski existence and unique-
ness theorems [40, chapter 8]) in the setting of general convex bodies.

The Minkowski and Alexandrov-Fenchel inequalities, however, capture a more
subtle phenomenon: (1.6) expresses the behavior of mixed volumes as a functional of
two bodies pK,Lq ÞÑ VpK,L,C1, . . . , Cn´2q. The structure of this “quadratic form”,
and in particular its spectral theory, is central both to proofs of the inequality and
to the study of its extremals (cf. Lemma 3.1). To date, however, such a spectral
theory is known to exist only for very smooth bodies or polytopes with identical face
directions, by virtue of the special representations that are available in these cases.
The latter suffices to prove the Minkowski and Alexandrov-Fenchel inequalities by
approximation, but provides no information on their nontrivial extremals.

One of the most basic ideas contained in the present paper is the introduction of
an explicit formulation of mixed volumes as a function of two bodies, which gives rise
to a spectral theory for mixed volumes of arbitrary convex bodies. What we show
(Theorem 5.1) is that for any collection of convex bodies C1, . . . , Cn´2 in Rn, there
is a self-adjoint operator AC1,...,Cn´2 on the Hilbert space L2pSn´1, SB,C1,...,Cn´2q

so that mixed volumes can be expressed as the quadratic form

VpK,L,C1, . . . , Cn´2q “ xhK ,AC1,...,Cn´2hLyL2pSn´1,SB,C1,...,Cn´2 q

for any convex bodies K,L (in particular, hK is guaranteed to lie in the domain
of the quadratic form for every convex body K; see section 4.3 for a brief review
of the relevant notions of functional analysis). The operator AC1,...,Cn´2 should be
viewed as the natural bilinear counterpart of the mixed area measure SC1,...,Cn´1 ,
providing a fundamental new tool for the study of mixed volumes of general convex
bodies in the spirit of the Alexandrov-Fenchel-Jessen theory.

It should be emphasized that the introduction of mixed area measures and oper-
ators does not in itself solve any problem in convexity. For general convex bodies,
these objects are quite abstract: even the structure of mixed area measures is still
not fully understood more than 80 years after their introduction. However, these
objects provide an essential foundation for the formulation and investigation of con-
crete problems involving mixed volumes of general convex bodies. In the proof of
our main results, we will exploit the fact that tractable expressions for the operator
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AC1,...,Cn´2 exist for smooth bodies and for polytopes to develop quantitative rigid-
ity estimates that enable us to pass to the limit of general convex bodies (while the
existence of such expressions in the smooth case dates back to Hilbert [21], they
appear to be new even for polytopes where they give rise to “quantum graphs” [4]).
The structure of our proof, and in particular the quantitative estimates that lie at
its core, will be described in further detail in section 3.

1.4. Organization of this paper. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
The main results of this paper are formulated in section 2. Section 3 is devoted
to a high-level overview of the main ingredients of our proofs, and of how they fit
together. Section 4 reviews, mostly without proofs, some basic results of convex
geometry and functional analysis that will be used throughout the paper. Section 5
is devoted to the construction and basic properties of the self-adjoint operators that
form the foundation for our analysis. Sections 6 and 7 develop the two main ingre-
dients of the proof of our main result: a weak stability theorem and a quantitative
rigidity theorem for Minkowski’s inequality. In particular, the proof of our main
results will be completed in section 7 in the case that M in (1.5) is full-dimensional.
Finally, section 8 is devoted to the case that M in (1.5) is lower-dimensional.

2. The extremals of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality

2.1. Main results. Before we can formulate our main results, we must recall some
basic notions of convex geometry. Here and throughout the paper, our standard
reference on convexity will be the monograph [40].

Throughout the remainder of this paper we fix the dimension n ě 3. A convex
body is a nonempty compact convex subset of Rn. Given a convex body K and a
vector u P Rnzt0u, we denote by F pK,uq the unique exposed face of K with outer
normal vector u. The supporting hyperplane of K in the normal direction u is
the hyperplane F pK,uq ` uK. A key role in the present context will be played by
normal directions that are extreme in the following sense [40, p. 85].

Definition 2.1. A vector u P Rnzt0u is called an r-extreme normal vector of a con-
vex body K if there do not exist linearly independent normal vectors u1, . . . , ur`2
at a boundary point of K such that u “ u1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ur`2.

For example, if K is a polytope, then u is an r-extreme normal vector if and
only if it is an outer normal of a face of K of dimension dimF pK,uq ě n´ 1´ r.

We are now ready to describe the extremals of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality
(1.5). We must distinguish several cases, depending on the dimension of M . Let us
observe at the outset that (1.5) is invariant under translation and scaling of each
body, so that the extremals must be invariant under homothety as well.

We begin by considering the main case where M has nonempty interior. The
following result confirms a conjecture of Schneider [36], cf. [40, section 7.6].

Theorem 2.2 (Extremals: full-dimensional case). Let M Ă Rn be a convex
body with nonempty interior, and let K,L Ă Rn be arbitrary convex bodies such
that VpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq ą 0. Then we have

VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq2 “ VpK,K,M, . . . ,MqVpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq

if and only if there exist a ě 0 and v P Rn such that K and aL` v have the same
supporting hyperplanes in all 1-extreme normal directions of M .
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When M is lower-dimensional, the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 is no longer valid
and additional extremals appear. A suitable modification of Schneider’s conjecture
in this case was proposed by Ewald and Tondorf [14], see also [39, section 4.2]. The
following result confirms this conjecture in the present setting.

Theorem 2.3 (Extremals: lower-dimensional case). Let M Ă Rn be a convex
body with empty interior, so that M ´M Ă wK for some w P Sn´1. Let K,L Ă Rn
be arbitrary convex bodies such that VpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq ą 0. Then we have

VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq2 “ VpK,K,M, . . . ,MqVpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq

if and only if L̃ :“ VpK,L,M,...,Mq
VpL,L,M,...,MqL satisfies that K`F pL̃, wq and L̃`F pK,wq have

the same supporting hyperplanes in all 1-extreme normal directions of M .

The only case that remains to be considered is VpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq “ 0, in which
case equality in (1.5) can only arise for the trivial reason VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq “ 0.
The characterization of positivity of mixed volumes is well-known and is unrelated
to the questions in this paper. For completeness, we spell out the resulting charac-
terization without further comment [40, Theorem 5.1.8].

Theorem 2.4 (Extremals: trivial case). Let K,L,M Ă Rn be convex bodies
such that VpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq “ 0. Then we have

VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq2 “ VpK,K,M, . . . ,MqVpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq

if and only if one of the following holds: dimK “ 0; dimL “ 0; dimpK ` Lq ď 1;
dimM ď n´3; dimpK`Mq ď n´2; dimpL`Mq ď n´2; dimpK`L`Mq ď n´1.

We also note for completeness that VpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq “ 0 holds if and only if
dimL ď 1, dimM ď n´3, or dimpL`Mq ď n´1. Thus the different cases covered
by Theorems 2.2–2.4 are completely determined by the dimensions of L,M,L`M .

2.2. Examples and prior work. In order to understand the statement of The-
orem 2.2, it is instructive to revisit the case of cap bodies. It is readily seen by
inspection of Figure 1.1 that the normal directions of a 3-dimensional cap body
K that are not 1-extreme are exactly those that lie in the interior of the normal
cone of the vertex of one of its caps. Therefore, any supporting hyperplane of K
whose normal direction is 1-extreme also supports the ball B from which the cap
body was formed. Thus Theorem 2.2 explains precisely why cap bodies arise as the
extremals of the special case (1.3) of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality.

The extremals of (1.3), and more generally of the case L “ M of Theorem 2.2,
were obtained by Bol in 1943 [7]. Prior to the present paper, this was the only
case of (1.5) whose extremals have been characterized for general convex bodies.
Despite its importance, Bol’s proof turns out to be fundamentally based on the
following very special feature of the case L “ M . Note that if equality is attained
in (1.5), we may always assume (by rescaling L) that

VpK,K,M, . . . ,Mq “ VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq “ VpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq (2.1)
as (1.5) is invariant under scaling. By means of a delicate geometric argument
using the method of inner parallel bodies, Bol was able to show that if (2.1) holds
with L “ M , then it must be the case that K Ď L (up to translation of L). This
reduces the extremal problem of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality to equality cases
of the monotonicity of mixed volumes, which were already characterized in the case
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K “ L “ M “

Figure 2.1. A non-monotone equality case.

L “M by Minkowski himself [30, p. 227] (cf. [40, Theorem 7.6.17]). Unfortunately,
the entire premise of this argument fails for general K,L,M .

Example 2.5. Let M “ convtB, x,´xu, where B is a ball in R3 and x R B. Let L
be any body that has the same supporting hyperplanes as B in all normal directions
except those in the interior of the normal cone of M at x, and let K “ ´L (cf.
Figure 2.1). Then the supporting hyperplanes of K and L coincide in all 1-extreme
normal directions of M , so by Theorem 2.2 we have equality in (1.5). Moreover,
by symmetry VpK,K,M, . . . ,Mq “ VpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq, so (2.1) holds. But clearly
K` v Ę L and L Ę K` v for any v. Thus (2.1) need not imply any monotonicity.

While the method of inner parallel bodies that is introduced by Bol has found
many other applications in convex geometry, the above example illustrates why
Bol’s methods cannot explain the more general extremals of (1.5).

Other than Bol’s theorem, special cases of the extremal problem have been
proved under various regularity assumptions on the bodies involved. If M is a
smooth convex body (that is, each boundary point has a unique normal), then all
normal directions are 1-extreme, so that equality can arise only in the trivial case
that K and L are homothetic. The lack of nontrivial extremals in this case was
proved by Hilbert [21] when M has a sufficiently smooth boundary (see section 3.1),
and by Schneider [38] for general smooth bodies. Similarly, no nontrivial equality
cases can arise when K,L,M are all strongly isomorphic simple polytopes; this case
follows from Alexandrov’s proof of the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality [1]. Another
special case, where M is a zonoid and K,L are symmetric bodies, was proved by
Schneider in [37]. The case that M is lower-dimensional was investigated by Ewald
and Tondorf [14] when K,L,M are polytopes; a simple example that illustrates
Theorem 2.3 may be found in their paper (see also [40, p. 429]).

Most importantly for our purposes, the validity of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 was
previously established by Schneider in the case that M is a simple polytope and
K,L are arbitrary convex bodies; cf. [40, Theorem 7.6.21] and [39, Theorem 4.2]
(in the lower-dimensional case, M need not be simple). As will be explained below,
our approach to Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 was partially inspired by Schneider’s results
for polytopes. The key contribution of this paper, however, is the introduction of
new tools that open the door to the investigation of arbitrary convex bodies.

3. Overview

The formulation of our main results is of a purely geometric nature. Nonetheless,
it will shortly become clear that the core difficulty in our proofs does not arise from
geometry, but rather from analytic questions: at the heart of our results lies an
analysis of the behavior of certain highly degenerate elliptic operators. The aim of
this section is to give a high-level overview of the main ingredients of our proofs
and how they fit together, in order to help the reader navigate the rest of the paper.
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We have deliberately kept this overview as concise as possible, as further discussion
is best postponed until after formal definitions have been given.

3.1. The Hilbert method. The original proofs derive Minkowski’s quadratic in-
equality as a limiting case of other inequalities, such as the Brunn-Minkowski in-
equality [8, sections 49 and 52]. These proofs do not lend themselves to the study
of extremals, however, as extremals are not preserved by taking limits. Instead,
our starting point will be the direct approach to Minkowski’s inequality due to
Hilbert [21, Chapter XIX] (cf. [8, section 52]), which also forms the foundation for
the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality. Let us briefly explain its basic premise.

It will be convenient to identify a convex body K with its support function

hKpuq :“ sup
yPK

xy, uy.

Geometrically, if u P Sn´1, then hKpuq is the signed distance to the origin of
the supporting hyperplane of K in the direction u; as any convex body is the
intersection of its supporting halfspaces, hK : Sn´1 Ñ R uniquely determines K.
Support functions satisfy hλK`µL “ λhK ` µhL for λ, µ ě 0, i.e., they map linear
operations on sets to linear operations on functions. In particular, we may view

phK , hLq ÞÑ VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq

as a symmetric quadratic form of the support functions. By linearity of mixed vol-
umes, this quadratic form can be uniquely extended to the linear space of differences
of support functions (which contains C2pSn´1q, cf. Lemma 4.5 below). Minkow-
ski’s inequality (1.5) is nothing other than the statement that this quadratic form
satisfies a reverse form of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

We are therefore led to ask which quadratic forms satisfy reverse Cauchy-Schwarz
inequalities. A particularly useful characterization arises if we consider closed sym-
metric quadratic forms on a Hilbert space, i.e., forms Epf, gq “ xf,A gy associated
to a self-adjoint operator A . The reason this setting is powerful is that we can
bring spectral theory to bear on the problem: E satisfies a reverse Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality if and only if A has a one-dimensional positive eigenspace. Let us formu-
late for future reference a general statement for (possibly unbounded) self-adjoint
operators on a Hilbert space, whose proof is given in section 4.3.2

Lemma 3.1 (Hyperbolic quadratic forms). Let A be a self-adjoint operator
on a Hilbert space H with 0 ă sup spec A ă 8, and let Epf, gq be the associated
closed quadratic form. Then the following are equivalent:
1. Epf, gq2 ě Epf, fq Epg, gq for all f, g P Dom E such that Epg, gq ą 0.
2. rank 1p0,8qpA q “ 1.
Moreover, if either (hence both) of these conditions is satisfied, the following are
equivalent for given f, g P Dom E such that Epg, gq ą 0:
11. Epf, gq2 “ Epf, fq Epg, gq.
21. f ´ ag P ker A Ă Dom A for some a P R.

2Here and in the sequel, we use the following notation for a self-adjoint operator A and the
associated closed quadratic form E: spec A denotes the spectrum, ker A the kernel, and rank A
the rank (i.e., the dimension of the range) of A ; and Dom A and Dom E denote the domains of A
and E. A brief review of the relevant notions of functional analysis may be found in section 4.3.
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It is not clear, a priori, that mixed volumes fit into the setting of Lemma 3.1.
However, Hilbert realized that for sufficiently smooth bodies, a classical representa-
tion formula of Minkowski (see, e.g., Lemma 4.7) can be used to write

VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq “ xhK ,A hLyL2pωq,

where ω denotes the surface measure on Sn´1 and A is a certain elliptic second
order differential operator. Elliptic regularity theory (cf. section 4.4) shows that A
has a self-adjoint extension on L2pωq with compact resolvent. Hilbert exploited this
regularity, using a clever homotopy argument, to prove condition 2 of Lemma 3.1.
This yields Minkowski’s inequality for smooth bodies M , and the general case
follows by approximation. As a key step in his proof, Hilbert shows that

ker A “ tx ÞÑ xv, xy : v P Rnu
consists precisely of the linear functions restricted to Sn´1. Thus for smooth bodies
M , Lemma 3.1 implies that equality holds in Minkowski’s inequality if and only if
hK ´ ahL “ xv, ¨ y for some a, v, i.e., when K,L are homothetic K “ aL` v.

The above discussion shows that, while innocent for the purpose of proving
Minkowski’s inequality, the smoothness assumption on M completely eliminates its
nontrivial extremals. The key difficulty we face in the analysis of extremals is to
make sense of the above ideas for arbitrary non-smooth bodies M .

3.2. Mixed volumes and Dirichlet forms. It is far from clear that it is possible,
even in principle, to define self-adjoint representations of mixed volumes for non-
smooth bodiesM . While we have argued above that phK , hLq ÞÑ VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq
defines a symmetric quadratic form on C2pSn´1q, it is a basic fact of functional anal-
ysis that not every such form is associated to a self-adjoint operator. A self-adjoint
representation is crucial, however, for the applicability of spectral theory in the
infinite-dimensional setting. The basic criterion for a quadratic form to admit a
self-adjoint representation is that it is closable, see section 4.3 below. This property
may not be taken for granted. For example, one may verify that when M is a poly-
tope, the quadratic form phK , hLq ÞÑ VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq is not closable in L2pωq
and therefore does not admit any self-adjoint representation on this space. For this
reason, self-adjoint representations have only appeared in the literature in special
cases: for smooth bodies (due to Hilbert [21]), and for certain special families of
polytopes with common face normals (due to Alexandrov [1]).

The first step towards our analysis of extremals is the realization that mixed
volumes do in fact admit a self-adjoint representation for any body M , provided
one chooses the Hilbert space appropriately. Let us recall that the mixed area
measure SK1,...,Kn´1 on Sn´1 was introduced in section 1.3.

Theorem 3.2. For any convex body M , there is a self-adjoint operator A on
L2pSB,M,...,M q such that the associated closed quadratic form Epf, gq satisfies

hK , hL P Dom E and VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq “ EphK , hLq
for all convex bodies K,L.

The operator A of Theorem 3.2 is a highly degenerate elliptic operator in the
sense of the theory of Dirichlet forms [18, 3]. Its existence and basic properties will
be investigated in section 5 (in the general setting of arbitrary mixed volumes).
While this operator is, in general, a rather abstract object, it provides the founda-
tion for extending Hilbert’s method to arbitrary convex bodies M .
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Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.1 reduce the study of extremals of Minkowski’s in-
equality to the characterization of ker A . Translation-invariance of mixed volumes
implies that ker A always contains the linear functions, so that homothetic bodies
K,L trivially yield equality. It should be emphasized at this point that there are
two distinct mechanisms for the appearance of nontrivial extremals:
a. It is possible that ker A may be strictly larger than the set of linear functions.

Its additional (nonlinear) elements can give rise to new extremals.
b. Even if ker A contains only linear functions, new extremals can arise as the

underlying measure SB,M,...,M need not be supported on the entire sphere. Thus
Lemma 3.1 only guarantees that hK ´ ahL “ xv, ¨ y SB,M,...,M -a.e.

The statements of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 can now be interpreted in a new light. A
fundamental result of Schneider (Theorem 4.4 below) states that

suppSB,M,...,M “ cltu P Sn´1 : u is a 1-extreme normal vector of Mu.
Thus Theorem 2.2 shows that when M has nonempty interior, only mechanism b.
arises.3 In contrast, both a. and b. arise when the body M has empty interior,
which explains the appearance of additional extremals in Theorem 2.3.

The proofs of these facts occupy the main part of this paper. The proof of
Theorem 2.3 will turn out to be conceptually simpler, as in this case one can
compute explicitly the operator A and its kernel. This will be done in section 8.
The main difficulty lies in the proof of Theorem 2.2, as in this case we do not have
an explicit description of the operator A that is amenable to computation.
Remark 3.3. That the extremals of (1.5) are determined by the support of the
measure SB,M,...,M was conjectured by Schneider [36] (in the general setting of the
Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality). Even before we explain how the extremal char-
acterization is proved, however, we observe that the abstract statement of The-
orem 3.2 already demystifies why this particular measure appears: this is pre-
cisely the measure that must be chosen on the sphere so that the quadratic form
phK , hLq ÞÑ VpK,L,M, . . . ,Mq is closable. Thus the existence of a self-adjoint rep-
resentation is far from being merely a technical device: it explains the fundamental
structure of the extremals of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality.
3.3. Weak stability and rigidity. The most natural starting point for under-
standing the extremals of a given inequality is to attempt to deduce these from a
careful examination of the proof of the inequality. In the case of Minkowski’s in-
equality, however, there is a surprising and apparently fundamental obstacle to such
an approach. In view of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, it is clear that SB,M,...,M is
the relevant measure for the study of the extremals. However, it is a different mea-
sure SM,...,M that appears naturally (explicitly or implicitly) in the various known
proofs of Minkowski’s inequality [1, 26, 41].4 As (cf. Theorem 4.4)

suppSM,...,M “ cltu P Sn´1 : u is a 0-extreme normal vector of Mu,
the support of SM,...,M is generally much smaller than that of SB,M,...,M , and does
not suffice to characterize the extremals (see Example 3.5 below). Thus there

3More precisely, our results show that ker A XthQ´hR : Q, R convex bodiesu consists of linear
functions only, which is equivalent to Theorem 2.2 by Lemma 3.1 (see also Remark 8.8).

4We emphasize that the quadratic form phK , hLq ÞÑ VpK, L, M, . . . , Mq is not closable on
L2pSM,...,M q unless one assumes strong regularity assumptions on M (such as smoothness), which
explains why regularity assumptions play a fundamental role in proofs of the inequality.
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appears to be a disconnect between the setting of this paper that gives rise to a
good analytic theory, and the setting used in the proofs of Minkowski’s inequality
that is needed to exploit the algebraic structure of mixed volumes.

The conceptual challenge behind the proof of Theorem 2.2 is to understand how
to surmount this obstacle. To this end, we will prove that the operator A satisfies
a strong rigidity property: once the extremals of Minkowski’s inequality have been
fixed in the 0-extreme directions of M , their extension to the 1-extreme directions
of M is uniquely determined. This property closes the gap between the information
provided by proofs of Minkowski’s inequality and its extremals.

More precisely, we will proceed in two steps. First, in section 6, we obtain weak
control on the extremals by refining an approach to Minkowski’s inequality that
was recently developed by Kolesnikov and Milman [25, 26].

Theorem 3.4. Let K,L,M be convex bodies so that M has nonempty interior and
VpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq ą 0. If equality holds in (1.5), then there exist a ě 0, v P Rn so
that hKpxq ´ ahLpxq “ xv, xy for all x P suppSM,...,M .

We emphasize that Theorem 3.4, on its own, provides only very weak information
on the extremals, as is illustrated by the following example.

Example 3.5. When M is a polytope, the 0-extreme directions are precisely the
facet normals. Thus, for example, if equality holds in (1.5) for convex bodies K
and L “M with nonempty interior, then Theorem 3.4 only implies that K touches
every facet of a homothet of M . While this is nontrivial geometric information,
this property is much too weak to characterize the extremals. For example, if K is
the unit ball and L “ M is the unit cube, then K touches every facet of M , but
this is not an equality case of Minkowski’s inequality.

In the second step, we amplify the weak control provided by Theorem 3.4 to fully
characterize the extremals. The following rigidity property, which will be proved
in section 7, is one of the central results of this paper.

Theorem 3.6. Let K,L,M be convex bodies so that M has nonempty interior
and VpL,L,M, . . . ,Mq ą 0. If equality holds in (1.5) and hKpxq “ hLpxq for all
x P suppSM,...,M , then necessarily hKpxq “ hLpxq for all x P suppSB,M,...,M .

Unfortunately, we cannot prove Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 directly, as we do not
have a sufficiently explicit description of A for general convex bodies. Instead, we
will prove quantitative versions of both these theorems for special convex bodies.
A quantitative form of Theorem 3.4, i.e., a weak stability form of Minkowski’s
inequality, will be proved for smooth bodies using Reilly’s formula in Riemannian
geometry. A quantitative form of Theorem 3.6, i.e., a quantitative rigidity theorem,
will be proved for polytopes: in this case A is a “quantum graph” (cf. section 5.2),
and the proof will exploit a stability estimate for the solution of the Dirichlet
problem for A with boundary data on suppSM,...,M . In both cases, a key aspect of
the proof is to discover the correct quantitative formulation that does not degenerate
when we take the appropriate limit to approximate arbitrary M .

Remark 3.7. The formulation of Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 was inspired by the proof of
a result of Schneider [40, Theorem 7.6.21] for the case that M is a simple polytope.
In this setting, the statement of Theorem 3.4 can be deduced from Alexandrov’s
polytope proof of the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality [1], while the statement of
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Theorem 3.6 follows from a form of Minkowski’s uniqueness theorem. However,
these qualitative statements do not allow one to pass to the limit of general convex
bodies; the tools that are needed to do so are developed in this paper.

On the other hand, Schneider’s result goes beyond Minkowski’s inequality to
cover some additional cases of the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality. Similarly, most
of the techniques that are developed in this paper are not specific to Minkowski’s
inequality, and extend to general mixed volumes. The only ingredient of this paper
that is fundamentally restricted to Minkowski’s classical setting is Theorem 3.4, for
reasons that will become clear in section 6. While a replacement for this argument in
the Alexandrov-Fenchel setting will require new ideas, we expect that the techniques
that are introduced in this paper could provide a basis for further developments.

4. Preliminaries

The aim of this section is to recall some basic definitions and facts from convex
geometry and functional analysis that will be used in the sequel.

We highlight at the outset the following convention. In Minkowski’s inequalities
and in many arguments in this paper, mixed volumes VpK,L,C1, . . . , Cn´2q of
convex bodies K,L,C1, . . . , Cn´2 in Rn are considered for fixed C1, . . . , Cn´2, and
only K and L are varied. We therefore introduce once and for all the notation

C :“ pC1, . . . , Cn´2q, M :“ pM, . . . ,M
loooomoooon

n´2

q,

and we will write VpK,L, Cq :“ VpK,L,C1, . . . , Cn´2q, SB,M :“ SB,M,...,M , etc.
Throughout this paper, we always denote by B the Euclidean unit ball in Rn.

By convention, we will consider linear operations λ1K1` ¨ ¨ ¨`λmKm on convex
bodies to always have positive coefficients λ1, . . . , λm ě 0. The linearity of mixed
volumes K ÞÑ VpK,C1, . . . , Cn´1q should be intepreted in this sense. In contrast,
differences of support functions form a genuine linear space (over the reals).

4.1. Mixed volumes and mixed area measures. Mixed volumes are defined
by (1.4). They have the following basic properties [40, section 5.1].

Lemma 4.1. Let K,K 1,K1, . . . ,Kn be convex bodies in Rn.
a. VpK, . . . ,Kq “ VolpKq.
b. VpK1, . . . ,Knq is a symmetric and multilinear functional of K1, . . . ,Kn.
c. VpK1, . . . ,Knq ě 0.
d. VpK,K2, . . . ,Knq ě VpK 1,K2, . . . ,Knq if K Ě K 1.
e. VpK1, . . . ,Knq is invariant under translation Ki ÞÑ Ki ` vi.

There is a close connection between mixed volumes and mixed area measures
that we describe presently. The surface area measure of a convex body K in Rn is
the measure on Sn´1 such that for any measurable set A Ď Sn´1

SpK,Aq :“ Hn´1ptx P BK : x P F pK,uq for some u P Auq,
where Hk denotes the k-dimensional Hausdorff measure. That is, SpK,Aq is the
surface area of the part of the boundary of K with outer normal vectors in A. Just
like volume, the surface area measure SpK, ¨ q is polynomial in K, cf. [40, p. 279]:

Spλ1K1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λmKm, Aq “
m
ÿ

i1,...,in´1“1
SKi1 ,...,Kin´1

pAqλi1 ¨ ¨ ¨λin´1
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for λ1, . . . , λm ě 0. The measures SK1,...,Kn´1 are called mixed area measures. They
have the following properties [40, section 5.1].

Lemma 4.2. Let K,K1, . . . ,Kn´1 be convex bodies in Rn.
a. SK,...,K “ SpK, ¨ q.
b. SK1,...,Kn´1 is a symmetric and multilinear functional of K1, . . . ,Kn´1.
c. SK1,...,Kn´1 ě 0.
d. SK1,...,Kn´1 is invariant under translation Ki ÞÑ Ki ` vi.
e.

ş

xv, xySK1,...,Kn´1pdxq “ 0 for all v P Rn.

The key relation between mixed volumes and mixed area measures is the repre-
sentation formula [40, Theorem 5.1.7] that we already introduced in section 1.3:

VpK1, . . . ,Knq “
1
n

ż

hK1dSK2,...,Kn
. (4.1)

Note that while K1 and K2, . . . ,Kn play different roles in this representation, the
expression is nonetheless symmetric under permutation of the Ki by Lemma 4.1(b).

We now record two important facts. First, mixed volumes and mixed area mea-
sures are continuous in the topology of Hausdorff convergence (i.e., Kpsq Ñ K if
and only if }hKpsq ´ hK}8 Ñ 0); see the proof of [40, Theorem 5.1.7].

Theorem 4.3. Suppose that Kpsq1 , . . . ,K
psq
n are convex bodies such that Kpsqi Ñ Ki

as sÑ8 in the sense of Hausdorff convergence. Then

VpKpsq1 , . . . ,Kpsqn q Ñ VpK1, . . . ,Knq, S
K
psq
1 ,...,K

psq
n´1

w
Ñ SK1,...,Kn´1

as sÑ8, where the limit of measures is in the sense of weak convergence.

Second, we have the following support characterization [40, Theorem 4.5.3].

Theorem 4.4. Let M be a convex body in Rn with nonempty interior. Then

suppSM,M “ cltu P Sn´1 : u is a 0-extreme normal vector of Mu,
suppSB,M “ cltu P Sn´1 : u is a 1-extreme normal vector of Mu.

Let us finally note that as mixed volumes and mixed area measures are linear
functionals of the underlying bodies (and hence of their support functions), their
definitions extend naturally by linearity to functions that are differences of two
support functions [40, section 5.2]. By a slight abuse of notation, we will write

Vpf,K2, . . . ,Knq :“ VpK,K2, . . . ,Knq ´ VpK 1,K2, . . . ,Knq,

Sf,K2,...,Kn´1 :“ SK,K2,...,Kn´1 ´ SK1,K2,...,Kn´1

for functions of the form f “ hK´hK1 . We may similarly extend further arguments
by linearity to write Vpf, g,K3, . . . ,Knq, etc. In particular, as will be recalled in the
following section, any C2 function on the sphere can be written as the difference of
two support functions, so that mixed volumes and mixed area measures are well de-
fined when their arguments are arbitrary C2 functions. Of course, Vpf,K2, . . . ,Knq

need not be nonnegative and Sf,K2,...,Kn´1 may be a signed measure.
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4.2. Smooth convex bodies. For sufficiently smooth bodies, mixed volumes and
area measures may be expressed in a more explicit form, cf. [41, section 2].

To define the appropriate regularity, we recall that the support function hK
may be viewed either as a function on the sphere Sn´1 or, equivalently, as a 1-
homogeneous function on Rn. Now suppose that hK is a C2 function on Rnzt0u.
Then ∇hK is 0-homogeneous, so the derivative of ∇hK in the radial direction
vanishes. The Hessian ∇2hKpxq in Rn may therefore be viewed as a linear mapping
from xK to itself. We denote this mapping by D2hK . For an arbitrary C2 function
f : Sn´1 Ñ R, the restricted Hessian D2f is defined analogously by applying the
above construction to the 1-homogeneous extension of f . We may also express this
notion intrinsically as D2f “ ∇2

Sn´1f `fI in terms of the covariant Hessian on the
sphere. We now have the following classical fact [41, section 2.1]; here and below,
A ą 0 (A ě 0) denotes that the matrix A is positive definite (semidefinite).

Lemma 4.5. Let f : Sn´1 Ñ R be a C2 function. Then f “ hK for some convex
body K if and only if D2f ě 0. In particular, any C2 function satisfies f “ hK´hL
for some convex bodies K,L (as D2pf ` hλBq “ D2f ` λI ě 0 for large λ).

We now formulate the following definition.

Definition 4.6. A convex body K is of class Ck` (k ě 2) if hK is Ck and D2hK ą 0.

It can be shown [40, sections 2.5 and 3.4] that K is of class Ck` if and only if its
boundary BK is a Ck-submanifold of Rn, and the function nK : BK Ñ Sn´1 that
maps each boundary point to its (unique) outer normal is a Ck´1-diffeomorphism.

For a C2
` body K, one can obtain an explicit expression for the surface area

measure SpK, ¨ q by using the outer normal map nK to perform a change of variables
in its definition. Using the basic fact n´1

K “ ∇hK [40, Corollary 1.7.3], this yields
SpK, dωq “ detpD2hKq dω,

where ω denotes the surface measure on Sn´1. Geometrically, this expression states
that the density of the surface area measure of a C2

` body K at the point u P Sn´1

is the reciprocal Gauss curvature of its boundary BK at the point n´1
K puq.

To extend this expression to mixed area measures, note that we can write

detpλ1A1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λmAmq “
m
ÿ

i1,...,in´1“1
DpAi1 , . . . , Ain´1qλi1 ¨ ¨ ¨λin´1

for any pn´1q-dimensional matrices Ai and λi ě 0, as A ÞÑ detA is a homogeneous
polynomial. The coefficients DpA1, . . . , An´1q are called mixed discriminants. The
definition of mixed area measures and (4.1) now yield the following.

Lemma 4.7. Let K1, . . . ,Kn be convex bodies in Rn of class C2
`. Then

SK2,...,Kn
pdωq “ DpD2hK2 , . . . , D

2hKn
q dω,

VpK1, . . . ,Knq “
1
n

ż

hK1DpD2hK2 , . . . , D
2hKn

q dω.

Let us recall some basic properties of mixed discriminants.

Lemma 4.8. Let A,B,A1, . . . , An´1 be symmetric pn´ 1q-dimensional matrices.
a. DpA, . . . , Aq “ detpAq.
b. DpB,A, . . . , Aq “ 1

n´1 TrrcofpAqBs.
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c. DpA1, . . . , An´1q is symmetric and multilinear in its arguments.
d. DpA,A2, . . . , An´1q ě DpB,A2, . . . , An´1q if A ě B, A2, . . . , An´1 ě 0.

These properties may be found in [41, Lemma 2.6] except part pbq, which follows
readily by differentiation d

dt detpA` tBq|t“0 “ pn´ 1qDpB,A, . . . , Aq.
We finally recall that the directional derivatives of support functions have a

geometric meaning for any (non-smooth) convex body [40, Theorem 1.7.2].

Lemma 4.9. Let K be any convex body in Rn. Then ∇xhKpuq “ hF pK,uqpxq for
all u, x P Sn´1, where ∇x denotes the directional derivative in Rn in direction x.

4.3. Self-adjoint operators and quadratic forms. It is an elementary fact of
linear algebra that every symmetric quadratic form Q on Rn can be represented
in terms of a symmetric matrix A as Qpx, yq “ xx,Ayy. Moreover, the spectral
theorem states that A can be diagonalized by a proper choice of basis. Analogous
notions exist in infinite dimension, but the definitions and properties of the relevant
objects are more subtle. The aim of this section is to give a brief review of the
requisite notions; the reader is referred to [33, 13] for textbook treatments.

Self-adjointness and the spectral theorem. Let H be a real5 separable Hilbert
space. A linear operator on H is a linear map L : Dom L Ñ H whose domain
is a dense subspace Dom L Ď H. The specification of the domain of L is part
of its definition. For any linear operator L , the associated adjoint operator L ˚ is
defined by xL ˚x, yy “ xx,L yy for all y P Dom L and x P Dom L ˚, where

Dom L ˚ :“ tx P H : there is z P H so that xx,L yy “ xz, yy for all y P Dom L u.

A linear operator L is self-adjoint if L “ L ˚ (in particular, Dom L “ Dom L ˚).
Note that the condition xL x, yy “ xx,L yy for x, y P Dom L is not sufficient to
ensure self-adjointness (such L is said to be symmetric).

The spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators [33, Theorem VIII.4] states that
any self-adjoint operator can be diagonalized.

Theorem 4.10 (Spectral theorem). For any self-adjoint operator L , there exists
a measure space pΩ, µq with a finite measure µ, an invertible linear isometry U :
H Ñ L2pΩ, µq, and a measurable function η : Ω Ñ R such that
a. Dom L “ tU´1ψ : ψ P L2pΩ, µq such that ηψ P L2pΩ, µqu; and
b. ULU´1ψ “ ηψ for every ψ P L2pΩ, µq.

The spectral theorem gives rise to a spectral calculus in direct analogy to the
finite-dimensional case. Let L ,Ω, µ, U, η be as in Theorem 4.10. Then for any
measurable function ϕ : RÑ R, we can define a self-adjoint operator ϕpL q with

DomϕpL q :“ tU´1ψ : ψ P L2pΩ, µq such that pϕ ˝ ηqψ P L2pΩ, µqu

and ϕpL qx :“ U´1pϕ ˝ ηqUx for x P DomϕpL q.
The spectrum spec L of a self-adjoint operator is the essential range of the

function η in the spectral theorem. L is nonnegative if spec L Ď r0,8q.

5While most references on spectral theory assume complex H, the relevant notions apply readily
to the real case [28, Remark 20.18]; we work with real H primarily for notational convenience.
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Nonnegative forms. We now consider the correspondence between self-adjoint
operators and symmetric quadratic forms. Let E : Dom EˆDom E Ñ R be a bilinear
map that is defined on a dense subspace Dom E Ď H. We call E a nonnegative form
if Epf, gq “ Epg, fq and Epf, fq ě 0. A nonnegative form is closed if Dom E is
complete for the norm ~f~ :“ r}f}2 ` Epf, fqs1{2.

It is a basic fact that closed nonnegative forms are in one-to-one correspondence
with nonnegative self-adjoint operators on H: for any nonnegative self-adjoint op-
erator L , the form Epf, gq :“ xL 1{2f,L 1{2gy with Dom E “ Dom L 1{2 is closed;
while for every closed nonnegative form E , there is a nonnegative self-adjoint oper-
ator L such that the above representation holds [13, Theorem 4.4.2].

Note that when g P Dom L , we may also write Epf, gq “ xf,L gy; in general,
however, Dom E is considerably larger than Dom L . On the other hand, any min-
imizer f of Epf, fq must exhibit additional regularity f P Dom L .
Lemma 4.11. Let E be a closed nonnegative form and L the associated self-adjoint
operator. Then f P Dom E, Epf, fq “ 0 if and only if f P Dom L , L f “ 0.

Proof. As Dom L “ tf P Dom L 1{2 : L 1{2f P Dom L 1{2u by definition of L 1{2,
the conclusion follows from Epf, fq “ }L 1{2f}2 “ xf,L fy for f P Dom L . �

Semibounded forms. In the context of Lemma 3.1, the operator A is not nonneg-
ative but rather bounded from above. The above notions extend directly to this set-
ting modulo a change in notation. A densely defined symmetric bilinear map Epf, gq
is called a c-semibounded form if Epf, fq ď c}f}2. Then E 1pf, gq :“ cxf, gy ´ Epf, gq
defines a nonnegative form, and E is said to be closed if E 1 is closed, that is, if
Dom E is complete for the norm ~f~ :“ rp1` cq}f}2 ´ Epf, fqs1{2 (here 1` c may
be replaced by any C ě 1` c, as this defines an equivalent norm).

By applying the correspondence between nonnegative self-adjoint operators and
closed nonnegative forms to E 1, we obtain the analogous statements for the semi-
bounded form E . In particular, for any closed c-semibounded form E , there is a
self-adjoint operator A ď cI so that Epf, gq “ xf,A gy for g P Dom A . Conversely,
any self-adjoint operator A ď cI defines such a closed c-semibounded form E .

Friedrichs extension. It is often not a trivial matter to define self-adjoint opera-
tors. In practice, an operator is often naturally specified on a smaller domain, and
one must understand how to extend its definition to a larger domain on which it is
self-adjoint. Semibounded forms provide a powerful tool for this purpose.

A semibounded form E is closable if it can be extended to a larger domain on
which it is closed. The smallest closed extension is called the closure Ē , and Dom Ē
is the completion of Dom E with respect to the norm ~ ¨ ~ defined above.

The following procedure is known as Friedrichs extension [13, Theorem 4.4.5].
Lemma 4.12. Let A be a densely defined operator on H such that the bilinear
map Epf, gq “ xf,A gy is symmetric and semibounded on the domain of A . Then
E is closable and its closure defines a self-adjoint extension of A .
Hyperbolic forms. We conclude this section by proving Lemma 3.1. By the
spectral theorem, we may assume without loss of generality in the proof that H “

L2pΩ, µq, A ψ “ ηψ with 0 ă ess sup η ă 8, and Epf, gq “
ş

fgη dµ with Dom E “
tf P L2pΩ, µq : |

ş

f2η dµ| ă 8u, for which the various arguments become explicit.
Note that in this setting, the condition rank 1p0,8qpA q “ 1 holds if and only if µ
has an atom at some point α P Ω with ηpαq ą 0 and ηpωq ď 0 for µ-a.e. ω ‰ α.
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. We prove each implication separately.
2 ñ 1. Suppose condition 2 holds. Then the spectral theorem implies that there

exists v P Dom A , λ ą 0 such that A v “ λv, and such that the following holds:
Eph, hq ď 0 for h P Dom E , h K v. (4.2)

Let f, g P Dom E such that Epg, gq ą 0. Then xg, vy ‰ 0 by (4.2). Define z “ f ´ag
with a “ xf, vy{xg, vy. Then z K v, so applying (4.2) again yields

0 ě Epz, zq “ Epf, fq ´ 2aEpf, gq ` a2Epg, gq ě Epf, fq ´ Epf, gq2

Epg, gq
,

where the last inequality follows by minimizing over a. Condition 1 follows readily.
1 ñ 2. Suppose condition 2 is violated. As 0 ă sup spec A ă 8, the spectral

theorem implies that H` :“ 1p0,8qpA qH satisfies H` Ă Dom A , AH` Ď H`,
dimH` ě 2, and Epg, gq ą 0 for g P H`zt0u. That is, A is a bounded positive
definite operator on its positive eigenspace, which has dimension at least two.

Now choose any nonzero g P H` and f P H` such that f K A g. Then Epf, fq ą
0, Epg, gq ą 0, and Epf, gq “ xf,A gy “ 0. Thus condition 1 is violated.

11 ñ 21. Suppose condition 11 holds. Then each inequality in the proof of 2 ñ 1
must be equality. In particular, Epz, zq “ 0. Now note that by the spectral theorem,
z P H´ :“ 1p´8,0spA qH and A is a nonpositive operator on H´. By Lemma 4.11,
we obtain z P Dom A and A z “ 0. Thus we have established condition 21.

21 ñ 11. Suppose that condition 21 holds. As z “ f ´ ag P ker A , we have
0 “ Epz, gq “ Epf, gq ´ aEpg, gq, so a “ Epf, gq{Epg, gq. But then

0 “ Epz, zq “ Epf, fq ´ Epf, gq2

Epg, gq
,

where we used again z P ker A . Condition 11 follows. �

4.4. Elliptic operators. In finite dimension, the spectrum of a symmetric matrix
always coincides with its set of eigenvalues. This is not the case for general self-
adjoint operators, however, unless additional regularity assumptions are imposed.

The basic criterion for a semibounded self-adjoint operator A ď cI to possess
a nice eigendecomposition is that is has a compact resolvent. For our purposes,
the term need not be defined precisely, as we may take it to be synonymous with
the following equivalent statement [34, Theorem XIII.64]: there is an orthonormal
basis tψnuně1 Ă Dom A that spans H, and c ě λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ with λn Ñ ´8, so
that A ψn “ λnψn for each n (and thus spec A “ tλnuně1). Just as for matrices,
the eigenvalues λn may be computed by the min-max principle [34, section XIII.1].

Lemma 4.13. Let A ď cI be a semibounded self-adjoint operator with compact
resolvent, with eigenvalues tλnuně1 and eigenvectors tψnuně1. Then

λn “ inf
LĂH:dimL“n´1

sup
fKL

xf,A fy

}f}2
“ sup
fKtψ1,...,ψn´1u

xf,A fy

}f}2
.

We now recall a very useful example of self-adjoint operators with compact re-
solvent: elliptic second-order differential operators on compact manifolds. For con-
creteness, we limit the discussion to the special case of such operators that will be
needed in this paper; see [19, 20, 13] for a comprehensive treatment.
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Let M be a compact, connected Riemannian manifold (without boundary). De-
fine the measure dµ :“ ρ dVolM, where ρ ą 0 is a positive smooth function on M.
Moreover, let V be a smooth function on M, and let A be a smooth symmetric
p1, 1q-tensor field on M. We now define for any f P C2

A fpxq :“ TrrApxq∇2fpxqs ` V pxqfpxq.

The operator A is called elliptic if Apxq is positive definite for every x P M, and is
called symmetric if xf,A gyL2pM,µq “ xA f, gyL2pM,µq for all f, g P C2.

Now note that by integration by parts, we have for f, g P C2

xf,A gyL2pM,µq “ ´

ż

fxρ´1divpρAq,∇gy dµ´
ż

x∇f,A∇gy dµ`
ż

V fg dµ.

If A is symmetric, it follows readily that divpρAq “ 0. Therefore, if A is a symmet-
ric elliptic operator, then xf,A fyL2pM,µq ď psupV q}f}2L2pM,µq for all f P C2. We
may then apply Lemma 4.12 to extend A to a self-adjoint operator on L2pM, µq. As
no confusion can arise, we will denote the Friedrichs extension by the same symbol
A , and refer to it as a self-adjoint elliptic operator.

The following result summarizes some basic facts of elliptic regularity theory; we
refer to [19, section 8.12] and [20, chapter 10] for a detailed treatment.

Proposition 4.14. Let A be a self-adjoint elliptic operator on pM, µq. Then A
has compact resolvent. Moreover, its top eigenvalue is simple λ1 ą λ2, and its
eigenfunction ψk has the same sign everywhere on M if and only if k “ 1.

5. Mixed volumes and Dirichlet forms

The aim of this section is to show that mixed volumes of arbitrary convex bodies
can be represented as closed quadratic forms associated to self-adjoint operators.
This was stated in the setting of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality as Theorem 3.2
above, which is a special case of the following general theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Let C “ pC1, . . . , Cn´2q be convex bodies in Rn with SB,C ı 0. Then
there is a self-adjoint operator A on L2pSB,Cq with C2pSn´1q Ă Dom A such that:
a. spec A Ď p´8, 0s Y t 1

nu.
b. rank 1p0,8qpA q “ 1 and A 1 “ 1

n1.
c. A ` “ 0 for any linear function ` : x ÞÑ xv, xy on Sn´1 (v P Rn).
Moreover, the closed quadratic form E associated to A satisfies the following:
d. hK P Dom E for every convex body K in Rn.
e. EphK , hLq “ VpK,L, Cq for any convex bodies K,L in Rn.

The above theorem states, in particular, that linear functions are always in the
kernel of A . For the reasons explained in section 3, the central question in the
study of the extremals of the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality is whether these are
the only elements of ker A that are differences of support functions. The main part
of this paper (sections 6–8) will be devoted to settling this question in the setting
C1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Cn´2 “M of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality.

The operator A of Theorem 5.1 is defined somewhat abstractly. To actually
work with such operators, one would like to have a more explicit formulation.
Explicit constructions can be obtained in various special cases that will play an
important role in the remainder of this paper. When C1, . . . , Cn´2 are C8` bodies,
A is a classical elliptic operator on Sn´1 in the sense of section 4.4. This case
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is already used in the proof of Theorem 5.1, which will be given in section 5.1.
When C1, . . . , Cn´2 are polytopes, it turns out that A is a quantum graph [4]; this
setting will be developed in detail in section 5.2. A third setting in which A can
be explicitly described will be encountered in section 8 below.

In complete generality, we do not know how to give an expression for A that
is amenable to explicit computations. Nonetheless, we may always view A as
a highly degenerate elliptic second-order operator in the sense of the theory of
Dirichlet forms [18, 3]. While the latter theory will not be needed in the remainder
of this paper, we briefly develop this viewpoint in section 5.3 in order to highlight
the general structure that lies behind the representation of Theorem 5.1.

Remark 5.2. It should be emphasized at the outset that while A may be thought
of quite generally as a kind of elliptic operator on the sphere, it does not necessar-
ily possess some of the nice regularity properties of classical elliptic operators on
compact manifolds. In particular, it turns out that A need not have a compact
resolvent, as we will see in section 8 below (cf. Remark 8.7).

Remark 5.3. The assumption SB,C ı 0 in Theorem 5.1 is innocuous. Indeed, if
SB,C ” 0, then it follows (for example, using Lemma 5.4 below) that VpK,L, Cq “ 0
for all convex bodies K,L, so that the representation of mixed volumes is trivial.

5.1. Proof of Theorem 5.1. Throughout this section, the assumptions and no-
tation of Theorem 5.1 are in force. The proof is based on the following observation.

Lemma 5.4. For any C2 function f on Sn´1, we have Sf,C ! SB,C and
›

›

›

›

dSf,C
dSB,C

›

›

›

›

8

ď }D2f}8,

where we use the notation }D2f}8 :“ supxPSn´1 }D2fpxq}.

Proof. Let Cpsqi be convex bodies of class C8` such that Cpsqi Ñ Ci as s Ñ 8 in
the sense of Hausdorff convergence for every i “ 1, . . . , n´ 2. The existence of such
smooth approximations is classical, cf. [40, section 3.4].

For Cpsq “ pCpsq1 , . . . , C
psq
n´2q, Lemmas 4.7 and 4.5 imply

Sf,Cpsqpdωq “ DpD2f,D2h
C
psq
1
, . . . , D2h

C
psq
n´2
q dω

for any C2 function f . In particular, as D2hB “ I, we have

dSf,Cpsq

dSB,Cpsq
“

DpD2f,D2h
C
psq
1
, . . . , D2h

C
psq
n´2
q

DpI,D2h
C
psq
1
, . . . , D2h

C
psq
n´2
q

(note that the denominator is strictly positive by Lemma 4.8(d), so the expression
is well-defined). As λminpD

2fqI ď D2f ď λmaxpD
2fqI, Lemma 4.8(d) shows that

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

dSf,Cpsq

dSB,Cpsq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď }D2f}
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pointwise. Therefore, Theorem 4.3 implies that
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż

g dSf,C

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“ lim
sÑ8

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż

g dSf,Cpsq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď lim sup
sÑ8

ż

|g| }D2f} dSB,Cpsq (5.1)

ď }D2f}8

ż

|g| dSB,C

for every continuous function g on Sn´1. In particular,

g ÞÑ

ż

g dSf,C

is a bounded linear map from C0pSn´1q Ă L1pSB,Cq to R, and therefore extends
uniquely to a bounded linear functional on L1pSB,Cq. As L1pSB,Cq

˚ “ L8pSB,Cq,
ż

g dSf,C “

ż

g % dSB,C

for some % P L8pSB,Cq. This proves absolute continuity Sf,C ! SB,C , and the bound
on % follows by taking the supremum in (5.1) over g with

ş

|g| dSB,C ď 1. �

We will also need the following simple consequence.
Lemma 5.5. Let f, g P C2pSn´1q satisfy f “ g SB,C-a.e. Then Sf,C “ Sg,C.

Proof. Let h P C2pSn´1q. Then
ż

h dSf,C ´

ż

h dSg,C “ nVph, f ´ g, Cq “
ż

pf ´ gq dSh,C “ 0,

where we have used (4.1), the symmetry of mixed volumes, and Lemma 5.4. As
this holds for any h P C2pSn´1q, the conclusion follows. �

The idea behind Theorem 5.1 is now simple. By Lemma 5.4, we can define

A f :“ 1
n

dSf,C
dSB,C

for f P C2pSn´1q, (5.2)

and Lemma 5.5 ensures that A is well-defined as a linear operator on C2pSn´1q Ă
L2pSB,Cq (here we implicitly identified those functions in C2 that agree up to SB,C-
null sets). We aim to extend A to a bona fide self-adjoint operator by Friedrichs
extension. To this end, we must show that A is semibounded.
Lemma 5.6. For every f P C2pSn´1q, we have

n

ż

fA f dSB,C “

ż

f dSf,C ď

ż

f2 dSB,C .

Proof. Let Cpsqi be convex bodies of class C8` such that Cpsqi Ñ Ci as sÑ8. Then
ż

f dSf,Cpsq Ñ

ż

f dSf,C ,

ż

f2 dSB,Cpsq Ñ

ż

f2 dSB,C

as s Ñ 8 by Theorem 4.3. It therefore suffices to assume in the remainder of the
proof that C1, . . . , Cn´2 are convex bodies of class C8` .

For C8` bodies, we may write as in the proof of Lemma 5.4

A f “
1
n

dSf,C
dSB,C

“
1
n

DpD2f,D2hC1 , . . . , D
2hCn´2q

DpI,D2hC1 , . . . , D
2hCn´2q

.
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Using D2f “ ∇2
Sn´1f`fI and Lemma 4.8(d), we see that A is an elliptic operator

in the sense of section 4.4. Moreover, by (4.1) and the symmetry of mixed volumes,
xf,A gyL2pSB,Cq “ Vpf, g, Cq is symmetric in f, g. It follows from section 4.4 that
A has a self-adjoint extension for which λ :“ sup spec A is the unique eigenvalue
associated to a positive eigenfunction. As A 1 “ 1

n1, we have λ “ 1
n and thus

ż

f dSf,C “ nxf,A fyL2pSB,Cq ď }f}
2
L2pSB,Cq

,

concluding the proof. �

We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. For f, g P C2pSn´1q, define A f as in (5.2) and let
Epf, gq :“ xf,A gyL2pSB,Cq “ Vpf, g, Cq.

By the symmetry of mixed volumes and Lemma 5.6, E is a densely defined and 1
n -

semibounded symmetric quadratic form on L2pSB,Cq. It follows from Lemma 4.12
that E is closable and that its closure defines a self-adjoint extension of A . This
concludes the construction of the objects A and E that appear in the statement of
Theorem 5.1. We now proceed to verify each of the claimed properties.

Proof of d and e. By construction, EphK , hLq “ VpK,L, Cq whenever K,L are
C2
` bodies. Now let K be an arbitrary convex body, and let Kpsq be convex bodies

of class C2
` such that Kpsq Ñ K as sÑ8. That

}hKpsq ´ hK}
2
L2pSB,Cq

ď nVpB,B, Cq }hKpsq ´ hK}28 Ñ 0

as sÑ8 follows immediately from Hausdorff convergence. Moreover,
EphKpsq ´ hKptq , hKpsq ´ hKptqq “

VpKpsq,Kpsq, Cq ´ 2 VpKpsq,Kptq, Cq ` VpKptq,Kptq, Cq Ñ 0

as s, t Ñ 8 by Theorem 4.3. Thus hK is in the completion of C2pSn´1q for the
norm r2}f}2L2pSB,Cq

´ Epf, fqs1{2. Therefore, by construction, hK P Dom E and

EphK , hKq “ lim
sÑ8

EphKpsq , hKpsqq “ lim
sÑ8

VpKpsq,Kpsq, Cq “ VpK,K, Cq.

The analogous conclusion for EphK , hLq follows by polarization.
Proof of a and b. Note first that as hB “ 1, it follows immediately from the

definition (5.2) that A 1 “ 1
n1. Now suppose rank 1p0,8qpA q ą 1, and choose any

nonzero f P 1p0,8qpA qL2pSB,Cq so that xf, 1yL2pSB,Cq “ 0. Choose fs P C2pSn´1q

so that }fs ´ f}L2pSB,Cq Ñ 0 and Epfs, fsq Ñ Epf, fq as s Ñ 8 (the existence of
such a sequence is guaranteed by construction as f P Dom E). By Lemma 4.5, for
all s and for all sufficiently large t ą 0 (depending on s), there is a C2

` convex body
Kt such that h

K
psq
t
“ t` fs. Therefore, by the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality,

xt` fs,A 1y2L2pSB,Cq
“ VpKpsqt , B, Cq2 ě VpKpsqt ,K

psq
t , CqVpB,B, Cq

“ xt` fs,A pt` fsqyL2pSB,Cqx1,A 1yL2pSB,Cq.

Expanding the squares and using A 1 “ 1
n1 yields

xfs, 1y2L2pSB,Cq
ě n2 Epfs, fsqVpB,B, Cq.
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nFnF 1
eF,F 1

nFÑF 1

G “M “

F 1
F

Figure 5.1. Metric graph G associated to a polytope M .

In particular, letting s Ñ 8 yields Epf, fq ď 0, where we used that VpB,B, Cq ą
0 by the assumption SB,C ı 0. But this contradicts the assumption that f P
1p0,8qpA qL2pSB,Cq. Thus we have shown that rank 1p0,8qpA q “ 1, proving part b.
Part a now follows as an immediate consequence.

Proof of c. Let ` : x ÞÑ xv, xy be a linear function. Then ` “ hK`v ´ hK , so
xf,A `yL2pSB,Cq “ Vpf,K ` v, Cq ´ Vpf,K, Cq “ 0

for every f P C2pSn´1q by Lemma 4.1(e). Thus A ` “ 0. �

5.2. Polytopes and quantum graphs. The aim of this section is to provide an
explicit description of the objects that appear in Theorem 5.1 in the case where
C1, . . . , Cn´2 are polytopes. In this case, it turns out that A is a “quantum graph”:
the one-dimensional Laplacian on the edges of a certain metric graph, with appro-
priately chosen boundary conditions at the vertices [4]. For simplicity, we will
develop this result in detail in the Minkowski case C1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Cn´2 “ M that is
of primary interest in this paper, and explain at the end of the section how the
representation for general polytopes C1, . . . , Cn´2 may be obtained.

Throughout this section, let M be a fixed polytope in Rn with nonempty interior.
We denote by F the set of facets of M , and by nF the outer unit normal vector of
F P F .6 We say that F, F 1 P F are neighbors F „ F 1 if dimpF X F 1q “ n´ 2.

We now associate to M a metric graph G “ pV,Eq inscribed in Sn´1 that will
play a basic role in the sequel. The vertices of G are the facet normals

V “ tnF : F P Fu Ă Sn´1.

Moreover, for every pair of neighboring facets F „ F 1, we connect the corresponding
vertices by an edge eF,F 1 Ă Sn´1 that is the (shortest) geodesic segment in Sn´1

connecting nF and nF 1 . Thus the undirected edges of G are
E “ teF,F 1 : F „ F 1u.

The length of the edge eF,F 1 will be denoted as lF,F 1 :“ H1peF,F 1q.
We will parametrize each edge by arclength. To this end, it is convenient to

fix an arbitrary orientation of the edges by introducing a total ordering ď on F .
When F ď F 1, the edge eF,F 1 will be parametrized as θ P r0, lF,F 1s, where θ “ 0
corresponds to nF and θ “ lF,F 1 corresponds to nF 1 . For a function f : eF,F 1 Ñ R,

6For a smooth body K, we denote by nK : BK Ñ Sn´1 the outer unit normal map on its
boundary (cf. section 4.2). For a polytope K, the outer unit normal map is constant in the interior
of each facet F ; we then denote the facet normal as nF P Sn´1 by a slight abuse of notation.
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we will write f 1 “ df
dθ with respect to this parametrization. We denote by Hk the

usual Sobolev space of functions on an edge with k weak derivatives in L2.
A function defined on all the edges of G will be denoted f : G Ñ R, and its

(weak) derivative f 1 is defined as above on each edge. In particular, any function
f : Sn´1 Ñ R may be viewed as a function on G by restricting it to the edges, and
then its derivative f 1 is defined as above. We will write f P C0pGq if f : GÑ R is
continuous on the edges as well as at each vertex.

Finally, we will denote by nFÑF 1 the unit tangent vector to the geodesic segment
eF,F 1 at nF in the direction of nF 1 . The directional derivative of a function f :
Sn´1 Ñ R at nF in the direction nFÑF 1 will be denoted ∇nFÑF 1

fpnF q. In terms
of the arclength parametrization, we may evidently write

∇nFÑF 1
fpnF q “ f 1|eF,F 1

p0q 1F 1ěF ´ f 1|eF,F 1
plF,F 1q 1F 1ďF .

Note, in particular, that ∇nFÑF 1
fpnF q is well defined whenever f |eF,F 1

P H2 as
H2peF,F 1q Ă C1peF,F 1q by the Sobolev embedding theorem [19, Theorem 7.26].
The various objects that we have defined above are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

We are now ready to state the main result of this section.

Theorem 5.7. Let M be a polytope in Rn with nonempty interior, and define its
metric graph G as above. Then for any bounded measurable f : Sn´1 Ñ R, we have

ż

f dSM,M “
ÿ

FPF
Hn´1pF q fpnF q,

ż

f dSB,M “
1

n´ 1
ÿ

eF,F 1PE

Hn´2pF X F 1q

ż

eF,F 1

f dH1.

Moreover, the self-adjoint operator A and closed quadratic form E on L2pSB,Mq
defined in Theorem 5.1 can be expressed in this case as follows:

A f “
1
n
tf2 ` fu

where

Dom A “

#

f P C0pGq : f |eF,F 1
P H2 for all eF,F 1 P E,

ÿ

F 1:F 1„F
Hn´2pF X F 1q∇nFÑF 1

fpnF q “ 0 for all F P F

+

,

and
Epf, gq “ 1

npn´ 1q
ÿ

eF,F 1PE

Hn´2pF X F 1q

ż

eF,F 1

tfg ´ f 1g1u dH1

where Dom E “ tf P C0pGq : f |eF,F 1
P H1 for all eF,F 1 P Eu.

In the remainder of this section, we fix the setting and notation of Theorem 5.7.
The starting point for the proof is an integral formula for the mixed area measures
SK,M. The cases K “M and K “ B that appear in the first part of the statement
of Theorem 5.7 are classical, cf. [40, eq. (4.24)]. The analogous representation for
general convex bodies K is also well known to experts, cf. [40, eq. (7.175)] (where
it is stated without proof) or [23, Corollary 2.13] for a more general setting. For
completeness, we include a full proof for the case that will be needed here.
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F

F pM ` εK,NF q

Figure 5.2. Decomposition of the boundary of M ` εK.

Proposition 5.8. Let K be a convex body of class C2
`. Then

ż

f dSK,M “
1

n´ 1
ÿ

eF,F 1PE

Hn´2pF X F 1q

ż

eF,F 1

ph2K ` hKq f dH1.

Proof. Denote by Fi the collection of i-dimensional faces of M , and define
NF :“ tu P Sn´1 : F pM,uq “ F u.

Then tNF : F P
Ť

i Fiu is a partition of Sn´1. Note that if F, F 1 P F “ Fn´1 are
neighboring facets F „ F 1, we have F X F 1 P Fn´2 and NFXF 1 “ eF,F 1 .

To compute SK,M, we will compute the area measure SpM ` εK, ¨ q, and then
deduce the mixed area measure from its definition given in section 4.1. To compute
the area measure, we partition the boundary of the set M ` εK into disjoint sets
F pM ` εK,NF q :“

Ť

uPNF
F pM ` εK, uq corresponding to boundary points with

normals in NF , and apply the change of variables formula to each of these sets.
This partition is illustrated in Figure 5.2 (in the figure M is a cube and K “ B).

Step 1. Fix F P Fi. We first conveniently parametrize F pM ` εK,NF q.
Recall that as K is a C2

`-body, the outer normal map nK : BK Ñ Sn´1 is a
C1-diffeomorphism and n´1

K “ ∇hK , cf. section 4.2. Therefore
F pM ` εK, uq “ F pM,uq ` εF pK,uq “ F ` ε∇hKpuq

for any u P NF by Lemma 4.9. It follows that F pM ` εK,NF q is the image of the
map ι : F ˆNF Ñ F pM ` εK,NF q defined by ιpx, uq :“ x` ε∇hKpuq.

Step 2. We now show that ι is a C1-diffeomorphism.
Let LF :“ spanpF´F q be the tangent space of F , and note thatNF Ă Sn´1XLKF .

Assume for simplicity that 0 P F , so that F Ă LF (when considering a single face,
we may always reduce to this setting by translation). Then we may express

ιpx, uq “ px` εPLF
∇hKpuq, εPLK

F
∇hKpuqq P LF ‘ LKF ,

where PL denotes orthogonal projection onto L.
Now note that as hP

LK
F
Kpuq “ hKpPLK

F
uq, differentiating yields that

PLK
F

∇hKpuq “ ∇hP
LK

F
Kpuq for u P Sn´1 X LKF .

As PLK
F
K is a C2

` body in LKF , nP
LK

F
K : BPLK

F
K Ñ Sn´1XLKF is a C1-diffeomorphism

and n´1
P

LK
F
K “ PLK

F
∇hK . It now follows that ι is a diffeomorphism, as ι is C1 and

ι´1pz, vq “ pz ´ εPLF
∇hKpnP

LK
F
Kpε

´1vqq, nP
LK

F
Kpε

´1vqq
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for pz, vq P F pM ` εK,NF q Ă LF ‘ L
K
F is also C1.

It is readily seen that the differential dι has a block-triangular form with re-
spect to LF ‘ LKF , and that its determinant may be written as detpεD2hP

LK
F
Kq

where D2hP
LK

F
K is computed in LKF (equivalently, D2hP

LK
F
K is the projection of the

Hessian ∇2hK in Rn on the tangent space of Sn´1 X LKF ).
Step 3. Now recall that tNF u partitions Sn´1. We can therefore write

SpM ` εK,Aq “
n´1
ÿ

i“0

ÿ

FPFi

Hn´1ptx P F pM ` εK, uq for some u P AXNF uq

“

n´1
ÿ

i“0
εn´1´i

ÿ

FPFi

HipF q

ż

NF

1A detpD2hP
LK

F
Kq dHn´1´i,

where we used the map ι to perform a change of variables in the second line. By
the definition of mixed area measures in section 4.1, we have

pn´ 1qSK,MpAq “
d

dε
SpM ` εK,Aq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ε“0`

“
ÿ

FPFn´2

Hn´2pF q

ż

NF

1A detpD2hP
LK

F
Kq dH1.

But note that for every pn´2q-face F , the set NF is an edge of the quantum graph.
In this case D2hP

LK
F
K is a scalar function (as Sn´1 X LKF is one-dimensional) and

coincides precisely with h2K ` hK on each edge. Thus the proof is complete. �

We also record a simple but essential observation. It immediately implies, for
example, that C2pSn´1q Ă Dom A in Theorem 5.7.

Lemma 5.9. For every F P F , we have
ÿ

F 1:F 1„F
Hn´2pF X F 1qnFÑF 1 “ 0.

Proof. Consider F as an pn ´ 1q-dimensional convex body in aff F . The facets of
F are precisely the sets F X F 1 for F 1 „ F , and the corresponding facet normals
are nFÑF 1 . Thus the conclusion follows from Lemma 4.2(e). �

We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 5.7.

Proof of Theorem 5.7. The expressions for SM,M and SB,M follow immediately
from the definition of mixed area measures (cf. section 4.1) and Proposition 5.8.

In the remainder of the proof, we define the operator A as in the statement of
Theorem 5.7. Our aim is to show that the operator thus defined coincides with the
general construction of Theorem 5.1 in the present setting. To this end, consider
first f P C2pSn´1q. By Lemma 5.9, we have f P Dom A . Moreover,

A f :“ 1
n
tf2 ` fu “

1
n

dSf,M
dSB,M

by Proposition 5.8. Thus the restriction of A to C2pSn´1q Ă Dom A agrees with
the operator defined in (5.2). It remains to show that A as defined in Theorem 5.7
is self-adjoint, that E in Theorem 5.7 is the associated closed quadratic form, and
that A agrees with the Friedrichs extension of its restriction to C2pSn´1q.
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Consider any f, g P Dom A . Then

xg,A fyL2pSB,Mq “
1

npn´ 1q
ÿ

eF,F 1PE

Hn´2pF X F 1q

ż

eF,F 1

pf2 ` fq g dH1

by definition. Integrating by parts yields
ż

eF,F 1

pf2 ` fq g dH1 “

ż

eF,F 1

tfg ´ f 1g1u dH1 ´∇nFÑF 1
fpnF qgpnF q ´∇nF 1ÑF

fpnF 1qgpnF 1q.

Multiplying this expression by Hn´2pF X F 1q and summing over eF,F 1 P E yields

xg,A fyL2pSB,Mq “
1

npn´ 1q
ÿ

eF,F 1PE

Hn´2pF X F 1q

ż

eF,F 1

tfg ´ f 1g1u dH1,

where the boundary terms vanish by the definition of Dom A . We have therefore
shown that Epf, gq “ xg,A fyL2pSB,Mq for all f, g P Dom A . It is now a standard
exercise to prove that A is self-adjoint and that E is the associated closed quadratic
form with the given domains; see, e.g., [4, Theorems 1.4.4 and 1.4.11].

Finally, we claim that A is the Friedrichs extension of its restriction to C2pSn´1q.
Indeed, by applying Lemma 5.10 below to every edge, we can write any f P Dom E
as the limit with respect to the norm r2}f}2L2pSB,Mq

´ Epf, fqs1{2 of functions fk P
C0pGq that are C8 on each edge and constant in a neighborhood of each vertex.
By a classical extension argument [27, Lemma 2.26], any such function may be
extended to a C8 function on the entire sphere Sn´1. We have therefore shown
that E is the closure of its restriction to C2pSn´1q, completing the proof. �

Above we used the following simple approximation argument. We recall that
H1pr0, lsq Ă C0pr0, lsq by the Sobolev embedding theorem [19, Theorem 7.26], so
that the value of a function h P H1 is well defined at every point.
Lemma 5.10. Let h : r0, ls Ñ R satisfy h P H1. Then there exists a sequence of
functions hk : r0, ls Ñ R such that for all sufficiently large k the following hold:
a. hk P C8.
b. hkpxq “ hp0q on x P r0, aks and hkpxq “ hplq on x P rl ´ ak, ls for some ak ą 0.
c. hk Ñ h and h1k Ñ h1 in L2 as k Ñ8.

Proof. The argument is classical; see, e.g., [13, Theorem 7.2.1]. By convolving
with a smooth mollifier, we first construct C8 functions uk such that uk Ñ h and
u1k Ñ h1 in L2 [19, section 7.6]. By the Sobolev embedding theorem, uk Ñ h
uniformly. We may therefore assume without loss of generality that ukp0q “ hp0q
and ukplq “ hplq for every k; otherwise this may be accomplished by adding a linear
function to uk without changing the above approximation properties.

Now define for every m ě 4{l a function ιm : r0, ls Ñ r0, ls with the following
properties: ιm is C8 and 0 ď ι1m ď 3; ιmpxq “ x for x P r 2

m , l ´
2
m s; ιmpxq “ 0

for x P r0, 1
m s; and ιmpxq “ l for x P rl ´ 1

m , ls. Then we have uk ˝ ιm Ñ uk and
puk ˝ ιmq

1 “ pu1k ˝ ιmqι
1
m Ñ u1k in L2 as mÑ8 for any k. Moreover, uk ˝ ιm clearly

satisfies properties a. and b. of the statement of the lemma. We may therefore
construct thku by extracting a diagonal subsequence of tuk ˝ ιmuk,mě1. �

We conclude this section with two remarks.
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Remark 5.11 (General mixed volumes). For simplicity, we have restricted atten-
tion in this section to the special case of Theorem 5.1 where C1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Cn´2 “M .
This is the only setting that will be needed in the sequel. However, Theorem 5.7 is
readily extended to the setting where C1, . . . , Cn´2 are arbitrary polytopes. Let us
briefly sketch the relevant constructions, leaving the details to the reader.

Let C1, . . . , Cn´2 be polytopes. Then the polytopesMλ :“ λ1C1`¨ ¨ ¨`λn´2Cn´2
are strongly isomorphic for all choices of λ1, . . . , λn´2 ą 0 [40, Corollary 2.4.12]; in
particular, all Mλ induce the same metric graph G “ pV,Eq, whose vertices are the
facet normals of M1 :“ C1`¨ ¨ ¨`Cn´2 and whose edges are indexed by the pn´2q-
faces of M1. Now let e P E, and let F̃ e be the associated pn ´ 2q-face of M1. By
Lemma 4.9, there exists for each i a face F̃ ei of Ci such that F̃ e “ F̃ e1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` F̃

e
n´2.

It follows from Proposition 5.8 and the definitions in section 4.1 that
ż

f dSK,C “
1

n´ 1
ÿ

ePE

VpF̃ e1 , . . . , F̃ en´2q

ż

e

ph2K ` hKq f dH1

for every convex body K of class C2
`, where the mixed volume that appears here is

computed in the pn´ 2q-dimensional subspace spanned by F̃ e (modulo translation
of the faces F̃ ei ). Using this expression we may readily adapt Theorem 5.7 to the
present setting with the same proof. The underlying graph is now the metric graph
associated to M1, and the weights Hn´2pF X F 1q are replaced everywhere by the
mixed volumes VpF̃ e1 , . . . , F̃ en´2q. Let us note that some of these weights may vanish
in the general case, unlike in the more restricted setting of Theorem 5.7.
Remark 5.12 (The kernel of a quantum graph). Lemma 3.1 states that the study
of equality cases in the Minkowski or Alexandrov-Fenchel inequalities is equivalent
to understanding ker A . In the setting of Theorem 5.7, we can attempt to compute
this kernel explicitly. Indeed, if A f “ 0, then we must evidently have f |epθq “
ae cospθq` be sinpθq on every edge e P E. Thus we only need to compute the vector
of coefficients pae, beqePE . By using the vertex boundary conditions of Dom A , it
can be shown that f P ker A if and only if the vector of coefficients is in the kernel
of a certain matrix, cf. [4, section 3.6]. In the present setting, this matrix turns out
to be precisely what appears in Alexandrov’s polytope proof of the Alexandrov-
Fenchel inequality [1]. This is essentially the idea behind Schneider’s proof of the
equality cases of the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality in the case that C1, . . . , Cn´2
are strongly isomorphic simple polytopes [40, Theorem 7.6.21].

The polytope setting is rather special, however, and such direct computations
cannot be performed for general bodies. One may view the methods that will be
developed in subsequent sections as a kind of quantitative replacement for this
argument, that enables us to pass to the limiting case of arbitrary convex bodies.
5.3. Dirichlet forms. Our aim in this section is to provide some additional in-
sight into the structure of the operator defined in a somewhat abstract manner by
Theorem 5.1. The results of this section will not be used elsewhere in this paper,
but are included in order to clarify our general constructions.

In two special cases, when C1, . . . , Cn´2 are polyopes and when they are bodies
of class C8` , we have seen that A can be expressed explicitly as a second-order
differential operator. Another explicit setting will be encountered in section 8
below. In the general setting, however, it is not so clear what such an operator may
look like: it is perfectly possible in general for a limit of second-order differential
operators to exhibit quite different behavior [31]. The study of such operators is
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enabled in a very general setting by the theory of Dirichlet forms [18, 3]. In the
present setting, however, we can give a more concrete representation that avoids
the abstract theory. The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 5.13. Let C1, . . . , Cn´2 be arbitrary convex bodies in Rn with SB,C ‰ 0,
and let A and E be the operator and quadratic form on L2pSB,Cq of Theorem
5.1. Then there exists a measurable function A : Sn´1 Ñ SymnpRq such that7

Apxqx “ 0, Apxq ě 0, and TrrApxqs “ 1 for all x P Sn´1, and such that

A f “
1
n

TrrAD2f s, Epf, gq “ 1
n

ż

tfg ´ x∇Sn´1f,A∇Sn´1gyu dSB,C

for every f, g P C2pSn´1q, where ∇Sn´1 is the covariant derivative on Sn´1.

From a practical viewpoint, the problem with Theorem 5.13 is that we do not
have a useful explicit expression for the tensor field A when C1, . . . , Cn´2 are arbi-
trary bodies. For this reason, this result will not be used in the rest of the paper.
Nonetheless, Theorem 5.13 shows that the objects in Theorem 5.1 may be viewed
rather concretely as highly degenerate elliptic second-order differential operators.

Remark 5.14. As we are working on L2pSB,Cq, the tensor field A need only be
defined SB,C-a.e. It may be viewed as a kind of Riemannian metric on suppSB,C ,
cf. [22]. For example, for polytopes it follows from Remark 5.11 that rankA “ 1
a.e., which reflects the fact that the underlying metric graph is one-dimensional.

The main observation behind the proof of Theorem 5.13 is the following.

Lemma 5.15. Define the functions `i : Sn´1 Ñ R, i “ 1, . . . , n as `ipxq :“ xi.
Then the following are equivalent.
1. There exists a measurable function A : Sn´1 Ñ SymnpRq such that Apxqx “ 0

and TrrApxqs “ 1 for all x P Sn´1, and

A f “
1
n

TrrAD2f s for all f P C2pSn´1q.

2. We have

dSf,C “
1
2

n
ÿ

i,j“1

B2f̄

BxiBxj
dS`i`j ,C for all f P C2pSn´1q,

where f̄ is the 1-homogeneous extension of f to Rn.

Proof. To prove 2 ñ 1, recall that as f̄ is 1-homogeneous, its Hessian in Rn satisfies
∇2f̄pxqx “ 0 (cf. section 4.2). If we therefore define Āpxq, Apxq P SymnpRq as

Āij :“ 1
2
dS`i`j ,C

dSB,C
, Apxq :“ PxKĀpxqPxK

using Lemma 5.4, where PxK denotes the orthogonal projection on xK in Rn, then

A f “
1
n

dSf,C
dSB,C

“
1
n

TrrAD2f s

by (5.2). That TrrApxqs “ 1 follows by choosing f “ 1 and using that A 1 “ 1
n1

by Theorem 5.1. Thus the claim is established.

7As in the definition of D2f in section 4.2, we view Apxq as a matrix acting on the tangent
space xK at each x P Sn´1 (that is, A is a measurable p1, 1q-tensor field on Sn´1).
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To prove the converse implication 1 ñ 2, note first that f “ f̄p`1, . . . , `nq.
Substituting this into the expression for A f and using the chain rule gives

nA f “ f `
n
ÿ

i“1

Bf̄

Bxi
TrrA∇2

Sn´1`is `
n
ÿ

i,j“1

B2f̄

BxiBxj
x∇Sn´1`i, A∇Sn´1`jy, (5.3)

where we used D2f “ ∇2
Sn´1f ` fI and TrrApxqs “ 1. As `i is a linear function,

we obtain TrrA∇2
Sn´1`is “ nA `i ´ `i “ ´`i by Theorem 5.1. But note that

n
ÿ

i“1
`ipxq

Bf̄

Bxi
pxq “ xx,∇f̄pxqy “ f̄pxq

by 1-homogeneity. Thus the first two terms on the right-hand side of (5.3) cancel.
To simplify the last term, we use again the chain rule to write
2x∇Sn´1`i, A∇Sn´1`jy “ TrrA∇2

Sn´1p`i`jqs ´ `i TrrA∇2
Sn´1`js ´ `j TrrA∇2

Sn´1`is

“ nA p`i`jq ` `i`j .

But as
n
ÿ

i,j“1
`ipxq`jpxq

B2f̄

BxiBxj
pxq “ xx,∇2f̄pxqxy “ 0

by 1-homogeneity, we have shown that

A f “
1
2

n
ÿ

i,j“1

B2f̄

BxiBxj
A p`i`jq.

The proof is concluded by invoking again (5.2). �

Proof of Theorem 5.13. Suppose first that C1, . . . , Cn´2 are convex bodies of class
C8` . Then we obtain as in the proof of Lemma 5.4

A f “
1
n

DpD2f,D2hC1 , . . . , D
2hCn´2q

DpI,D2hC1 , . . . , D
2hCn´2q

for f P C2pSn´1q.

By linearity of mixed discriminants, this expression may be written as

A f “
1
n

TrrAD2f s

for a continuous function A : Sn´1 Ñ SymnpRq. As D2f only acts on xK, we
may choose Apxqx “ 0 without loss of generality. Moreover, that Apxq ě 0 follows
from Lemma 4.8(d). Finally, that TrrApxqs “ 1 follows by choosing f “ 1 (so that
D2f “ I) in the above expressions for A .

Now let C1, . . . , Cn´2 be arbitrary convex bodies. Note that by Theorem 4.3,
the second condition of Lemma 5.15 is preserved by taking Hausdorff limits. As we
have established above the first condition of Lemma 5.15 for bodies of class C8` , we
may extend this conclusion to arbitrary bodies by approximation as in the proof of
Lemma 5.6. We have therefore shown that

A f “
1
n

TrrAD2f s

for some A : Sn´1 Ñ SymnpRq such that Apxqx “ 0 and TrrApxqs “ 1.
We now show that Apxq ě 0, that is, that A is (semi)elliptic. To this end, define

the quadratic function qvpxq :“ xv, xy2 for v P Rn. Then
∇2
Sn´1qvpxq “ 2PxKv pPxKvq˚ ´ 2qvpxqI,
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where PxK is the orthogonal projection on xK and z˚ denotes the transpose of the
column vector z. It follows that

A qv `
1
n
qv “

1
n

TrrAD2qvs `
1
n
qv “

2
n
xv,Avy,

where we used Apxqx “ 0 and TrrApxqs “ 1. Thus the condition A ě 0 is equivalent
to the statement that A qv `

1
nqv ě 0 pointwise for every v P Rn, or, equivalently

by (5.2), that dµv :“ dSqv,C` qvdSB,C is a (nonnegative) measure for every v P Rn.
But we have already established ellipticity in the case that C1, . . . , Cn´2 are of
class C8` , and the nonnegativity of µv is preserved by Hausdorff convergence due
to Theorem 4.3. We can therefore conclude that A ě 0 for arbitrary convex bodies
by approximation as in the proof of Lemma 5.6.

It remains to compute the quadratic form associated to A . Note that

Epf, gq “ xf,A gyL2pSB,Cq “
1
2

ż
"

fA g ` gA f ´A pfgq `
1
n
fg

*

dSB,C

for f, g P C2pSn´1q, where we have used that A is self-adjoint and A 1 “ 1
n1. But

A pfgq “
1
n
tTrrA∇2

Sn´1pfgqs`fgu “
2
n
x∇Sn´1f,A∇Sn´1gy`f A g`gA f ´

1
n
fg

by the product rule. We have therefore shown that

Epf, gq “ 1
n

ż

tfg ´ x∇Sn´1f,A∇Sn´1gyu dSB,C

for f, g P C2pSn´1q. The proof is complete. �

6. A weak stability theorem

The aim of this section is to prove a weak stability result that will be used in
section 7 below as input to the main part of the proof of Theorem 2.2. The main
result of this section is the following quantitative form of Theorem 3.4; the latter
follows immediately by combining the following theorem with Theorem 4.4.
Theorem 6.1. Let M be a convex body in Rn with 0 P intM . Then there is a
constant CM ą 0, depending only on M and on the dimension n, so that

VpK,L,Mq2 ě VpK,K,MqVpL,L,Mq `

CMVpL,L,Mq inf
vPRn,aě0

ż

phK ´ ahL ´ xv, ¨ yq
2 dSM,M

hM

for all convex bodies K,L in Rn.

Theorem 6.1 is different in spirit than most of the theory developed in this paper,
in that it is SM,M rather than SB,M that appears here as the reference measure.
As suppSM,M is much smaller than suppSB,M, only weak information on the
extremals may be extracted from this result (cf. Example 3.5). Nonetheless, this
weak information provides crucial input to the quantitative rigidity analysis of the
following section, and we therefore develop it first.

The idea behind the proof of Theorem 6.1 is as follows. Lemma 3.1 shows
that Minkowski’s quadratic inequality follows if one can show that an associated
self-adjoint operator has a one-dimensional positive eigenspace. One may readily
modify the proof of this fact to show that if, in addition, the zero eigenvalue of
the operator is separated from the rest of the spectrum by a positive gap, then one
obtains a quantitative improvement along the lines of Theorem 6.1.
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It was recently observed by Kolesnikov and Milman [26] in their study of local
Lp-Brunn-Minkowski inequalities that, in the case where all bodies involved are
smooth and symmetric, such a spectral separation may be established by means
of a differential-geometric technique (albeit when the operator is normalized differ-
ently than in Theorem 5.1, which is responsible for the presence of SM,M rather
than SB,M in Theorem 6.1). The approach of [26] may also be used to obtain a
quantitative result for non-symmetric bodies, as we will show in section 6.1. In
this case, however, the resulting bound no longer has a direct spectral interpreta-
tion. Nonetheless, we will show in section 6.2 that the requisite spectral property
can be recovered, for a suitably normalized operator, using the min-max principle.
Theorem 6.1 then follows for smooth bodies by reasoning as in the proof Lemma
3.1, and the proof is concluded by smooth approximation. The background from
Riemannian geometry that is needed in this section may be found, e.g., in [10].

Remark 6.2. By exploiting the linear equivariance of the quantities that appear
in Theorem 6.1, it may be shown that the constant CM can in fact be chosen to
depend on the dimension n only. This property, which is important in the theory
of [26], is not relevant in our setting. We therefore do not repeat the arguments
leading to this observation, and refer the interested reader to [26].

6.1. An extrinsic formulation. Behind the proof of Theorem 6.1 lies a different
perspective on mixed volumes than we have encountered so far. By definition we
have VpK,K,Mq “ 1

npn´1q
d2

dt2 VolpM`tKq
ˇ

ˇ

t“0` , so that mixed volumes of this kind
may be viewed as arising from the second variation of the volume of the convex
body M . First and second variation formulae play a classical role in Riemannian
geometry, for example, in the theory of minimal surfaces [10, 11]. In this setting,
however, the variation formulae are not expressed on the sphere as in Lemma 4.7,
but rather in terms of the extrinsic geometry of BM viewed as a hypersurface in Rn.
These two viewpoints are related by using the outer normal map nM as a change
of variables, as we did in section 4.2. The change of perspective is useful, however,
as it enables us to exploit classical techniques from Riemannian geometry.

Remark 6.3. This is the main point in this paper where we rely specifically on
the restricted setting of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality, as opposed to the general
Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality: the mixed volumes that appear in (1.5) are precisely
those that arise as second variations of the volume ofM . For general mixed volumes,
the body M no longer plays any distinguished role, and it seems unlikely that the
methods of this section could be useful in this context. In contrast, the techniques
of sections 5, 7, and 8 do not appear to be fundamentally tied to the special setting
of (1.5), and could potentially be adapted to a much more general context.

Throughout this section, we will work with convex bodies K,L,M in Rn of class
C8` . We will also assume that 0 P intM , so that hM ą 0. We denote by II :“ ∇nM
the second fundamental form of BM (viewed, as usual, as a symmetric linear map
IIpxq : TxBM Ñ TxBM). As in previous sections, the symbols ∇, ∇Sn´1 , and ∇BM
denote covariant differentiation in Rn, Sn´1, and BM , respectively.

We begin by making explicit the second variation formula alluded to above.
Following [12], we will derive the formula by a change of variables.
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Lemma 6.4. Let K,L,M be convex bodies in Rn of class C8` . Then

npn´ 1qVpK,L,Mq “

ż

BM

phK ˝ nM q phL ˝ nM qTrrIIs dx

´

ż

BM

x∇BM phK ˝ nM q, II´1∇BM phL ˝ nM qy dx.

Proof. First note that by Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8(b), we have

VpK,L,Mq “
1

npn´ 1q

ż

Sn´1
hK TrrcofpD2hM qD

2hLs dω.

Let L f :“ TrrcofpD2hM qD
2f s. It follows from the symmetry of mixed volumes

that L is a symmetric operator on C2pSn´1q Ă L2pωq. We may therefore write

npn´ 1qVpK,L,Mq

“
1
2

ż

Sn´1
thKL hL ` hLL hK ´L phKhLq ` hKhLL 1u dω

“

ż

Sn´1
thKhL TrrcofpD2hM qs ´ x∇Sn´1hK , cofpD2hM q∇Sn´1hLyu dω,

where we used D2f “ ∇2
Sn´1f ` fI and the product rule.

Now note that as n´1
M “ ∇hM , we have

D2hM ˝ nM “ ∇n´1
M ˝ nM “ p∇nM q´1 “ II´1.

Similarly, we can compute by the chain rule

∇Sn´1f ˝ nM “ II´1∇BM pf ˝ nM q.

Finally, as D2hM ą 0, we may write

cofpD2hM q “ pD
2hM q

´1 detpD2hM q.

The proof is completed by changing variables according to n´1
M in the expression

for VpK,L,Mq and using the above identities. �

The quantities that appear in Lemma 6.4 are strongly reminiscent of the follow-
ing classical formula of Reilly, obtained by integrating the Bochner formula on a
manifold with boundary; for the proof, we refer to [10, Lemma A.17].

Lemma 6.5. Let M Ă Rn be a compact set with C8 boundary. Then
ż

M

p∆uq2 dx “
ż

M

Trrp∇2uq2s dx

`

ż

BM

tTrrIIsu2
n ` x∇BMu, II ∇BMuy ´ 2x∇BMun,∇BMuyu dx

for any u P C8pMq, where we defined the normal derivative un :“ xnM ,∇uy.

That Minkowski’s inequality may be deduced from Reilly’s formula was observed
in a special case by Reilly himself [35], and more generally by Kolesnikov and
Milman [25]. In particular, it was noticed in [26] that the latter proof admits a
quantitative improvement when the bodies are symmetric. The following result is
a straightforward adaptation of [26, section 6] to the non-symmetric case.
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Proposition 6.6. Let M be a convex body in Rn of class C8` with 0 PM . Then
ż

BM

x∇BMg, II´1∇BMgy dx´
ż

BM

g2 TrrIIs dx ě r2

nR2

ż

BM

g2

hM ˝ nM
dx

for any C8 function g : BM Ñ R such that
ş

BM
gpxq dx “ 0 and

ş

BM
xgpxq dx “ 0,

where r,R ą 0 are chosen such that rB ĎM Ď RB.

Proof. As
ş

BM
g dx “ 0, there exists a C8 solution u to the Neumann problem

∆u “ 0 on M,

un “ g on BM,

see, e.g., [42, section 5.7]. Applying Lemma 6.5 yields

0 “
ż

M

Trrp∇2uq2s dx`

ż

BM

tg2 TrrIIs ` x∇BMu, II ∇BMuy ´ 2x∇BMg,∇BMuyu dx

ě

ż

M

Trrp∇2uq2s dx`

ż

BM

tg2 TrrIIs ´ x∇BMg, II´1∇BMgyu dx,

where we used that II ą 0 as M is a body of class C8` . To complete the proof, it
remains to lower bound the first term on the right-hand side.

To this end, note that divpxv, xy∇uq “ xv,∇uy for any v P Rn, as ∆u “ 0. Thus
ż

M

∇upxq dx “
ż

BM

xunpxq dx “

ż

BM

xgpxq dx “ 0.

By a classical Poincaré inequality of Payne and Weinberger [32], it follows that
ż

M

Trrp∇2uq2s dx ě
π2

4R2

ż

M

}∇u}2 dx.

As r ď hM ď R and hM pnM pxqq “ xx, nM pxqy, we can now estimate

r2
ż

BM

g2

hM ˝ nM
dx ď

ż

BM

u2
nxx, nM y dx ď

ż

BM

}∇u}2xx, nM y dx

“

ż

M

divpx}∇u}2q dx

ď pn` 1q
ż

M

}∇u}2 dx`R2
ż

M

Trrp∇2uq2s dx

ď

ˆ

1` 4pn` 1q
π2

˙

R2
ż

M

Trrp∇2uq2s dx,

where we used the divergence theorem and
divpx}∇u}2q “ n}∇u}2 ` 2x∇u,∇2uxy ď pn` 1q}∇u}2 ` }∇2ux}2.

The proof follows readily by combining the above estimates (for aesthetic reasons,
we have estimated 1` 4pn`1q

π2 ď n for n ě 3 in the statement). �

Lemma 6.4 shows that the left-hand side of the expression in Proposition 6.6 is
nothing other than a mixed volume ´npn´ 1qVpg̃, g̃,Mq for g̃ :“ g ˝ n´1

M , but the
significance of the inequality may not be immediately obvious. We will presently
see that Proposition 6.6 controls a gap in the spectrum of a certain self-adjoint
operator associated to mixed volumes (different from the one in Theorem 5.1).
This observation has a number of interesting consequences. For symmetric bodies,
it implies a local form of the Lp-Brunn-Minkowski inequality with p ă 1, which
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was the problem investigated in [26]. In the present setting, the relevant spectral
property will form the basis for the proof of Theorem 6.1.

6.2. Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let us fix, for the time being, a convex body M in
Rn of class C8` with 0 P intM . Define an operator and a measure on Sn´1 by

Ã f :“ 1
npn´ 1qhM TrrpD2hM q

´1D2f s, dν̃ :“ detpD2hM q

hM
dω

for f P C8pSn´1q. By Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8(b), we have
Vpf, g,Mq “ xf, Ã gyL2pν̃q for f, g P C8pSn´1q.

Consequently, we observe the following basic facts:
‚ Ã is an elliptic operator (as D2hM ą 0).
‚ Ã defines a symmetric quadratic form xf, Ã gyL2pν̃q for f, g P C8pSn´1q.
‚ Ã has a self-adjoint extension with compact resolvent. Moreover, as Ã hM “

1
nhM , its largest eigenvalue is 1

n and this eigenvalue is simple (cf. section 4.4).
‚ Ã ` “ 0 for any linear function `pxq “ xv, xy, v P Rn.
It should be emphasized that the normalization chosen in the definition of Ã is
very different than the one employed in section 5; in particular, the present opera-
tor makes sense only for smooth bodies M , and does not give rise to a well-behaved
limiting operator for arbitrary (non-smooth) bodies. Nonetheless, the present nor-
malization is the appropriate one for exploiting Proposition 6.6.

Lemma 6.7. Let M be a convex body in Rn of class C8` with rB Ď M Ď RB.
Whenever f P C8pSn´1q satisfies f K spanthM , ` : ` is linearu in L2pν̃q, we have

xf, Ã fyL2pν̃q ď ´
1

n2pn´ 1q
r2

R2 }f}
2
L2pν̃q.

Proof. The statement is spectral in nature. As Ã has a compact resolvent, it
has a discrete spectrum and a complete set of eigenfunctions (section 4.4). As
stated above, the largest eigenvalue of Ã is 1

n and its one-dimensional eigenspace is
spanned by hM . Moreover, Minkowski’s inequality implies as in the proof of The-
orem 5.1 that spec Ã Ď p´8, 0s Y t 1

nu, and all linear functions are eigenfunctions
with eigenvalue 0. Therefore, by Lemma 4.13,

sup
fKspanthM ,`:` is linearu

xf, Ã fyL2pν̃q

}f}2L2pν̃q

ď sup
fKL

xf, Ã fyL2pν̃q

}f}2L2pν̃q

for any linear space L Ă C8pSn´1q with dimL ď n` 1.
Now let f : Sn´1 Ñ R be C8. Choosing g :“ f ˝ nM in Proposition 6.6 and

changing variables as in Lemma 6.4, we find that

npn´ 1q xf, Ã fyL2pν̃q “ npn´ 1qVpf, f,Mq ď ´
r2

nR2 }f}
2
L2pν̃q

whenever
ż

fhM dν̃ “ 0,
ż

fhM∇hM dν̃ “ 0.

If we therefore choose L “ spanthM , hM xv,∇hM y : v P Rnu, then we have shown

sup
fKL

xf, Ã fyL2pν̃q

}f}2L2pν̃q

ď ´
1

n2pn´ 1q
r2

R2 .
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As clearly dimL ď n` 1, the proof is complete. �

Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 6.1, we state a simple lemma.
Lemma 6.8. For any convex body M with 0 P intM , we have

GM :“
ż

xx˚
SM,Mpdxq

hM pxq
ą 0.

Proof. If the conclusion were false, then there must exist w P Rnzt0u such that
xw,GMwy “ 0. This would imply that xw, xy “ 0 for all 0-extreme normal vectors
x of M by Theorem 4.4. But that is impossible, as a convex body with nonempty
interior is the intersection of its regular supporting halfspaces [40, Theorem 2.2.6];
if the normals of all these halfspaces were orthogonal to w, then M would be
noncompact, contradicting the definition of a convex body. �

We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 6.1.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. We may clearly assume that VpL,L,Mq ą 0, as otherwise
the statement reduces to Minkowski’s quadratic inequality. Then VpL,M,Mq ą 0
as well, as by Minkowski’s inequality VpL,M,Mq2 ě VpL,L,MqVolpMq ą 0.

Let us first consider the case that M is of class C8` with rB Ď M Ď RB for
r,R ą 0, and that K,L are of class C8` . Using xhL, hM yL2pν̃q “ nVpL,M,Mq ą 0
and Lemma 6.8, we can define a ě 0 and v P Rn as

a :“
xhK , hM yL2pν̃q

xhL, hM yL2pν̃q
“

VpK,M,Mq

VpL,M,Mq
, v :“

ż

phKpxq ´ ahLpxqqG
´1
M x

SM,Mpdxq

hM pxq
.

Then it is readily verified (using dν̃ “ dSM,M{hM ) that
δ :“ hK ´ ahL ´ xv, ¨ y K spanthM , ` : ` is linearu in L2pν̃q.

Applying Lemma 6.7 and translation-invariance of mixed volumes yields

´
1

n2pn´ 1q
r2

R2 }δ}
2
L2pν̃q ě Vpδ, δ,Mq

“ VpK,K,Mq ´ 2aVpK,L,Mq ` a2VpL,L,Mq

ě VpK,K,Mq ´
VpK,L,Mq2

VpL,L,Mq
,

where we minimized over a in the last inequality. The conclusion follows readily.
We now consider the general case where K,L,M are arbitrary convex bodies in

Rn and 0 P intM . It is classical [40, section 3.4] that we may choose convex bodies
Kpsq, Lpsq, M psq of class C8` such that Kpsq Ñ K, Lpsq Ñ L, M psq ÑM as sÑ8

in the sense of Hausdorff convergence. Note that as 0 P intM , there exist r,R ą 0
such that rB ĎM psq Ď RB for all s sufficiently large. Thus we have shown that

VpKpsq, Lpsq,Mpsqq2 ě VpKpsq,Kpsq,MpsqqVpLpsq, Lpsq,Mpsqq

` CMVpLpsq, Lpsq,Mpsqq

ż

phKpsq ´ a
psqhLpsq ´ xv

psq, ¨ yq2
dSMpsq,Mpsq

hMpsq

for all s sufficiently large, where apsq, vpsq are chosen as in the first part of the proof
and we defined CM :“ r2{pR2n2pn´1qq. It remains to take sÑ8 in this inequality.
Convergence of the mixed volumes follows directly from Theorem 4.3. Moreover,
that apsq Ñ a and vpsq Ñ v for some a ě 0, v P Rn follows readily from Theorem 4.3
and the explicit expressions for a, v given in the first part of the proof. Thus the
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integrand in the above inequality converges uniformly to phK ´ ahL ´ xv, ¨ yq2{hM ,
which implies convergence of the integral. This concludes the proof. �

7. A quantitative rigidity theorem

The weak stability result of the previous section implies that if equality holds in
(1.5) (and M has nonempty interior and VpL,L,Mq ą 0) then, up to homothety, K
and L have the same supporting hyperplanes in the 0-extreme normal directions of
M . This is however far from characterizing the extremals of Minkowski’s quadratic
inequality, as was illustrated in Example 3.5. Nonetheless, we will show that this
weak information can be amplified to recover the full equality cases, because the
extremals of Minkowski’s inequality turn out to be very rigid: once they are fixed
in the 0-extreme directions of M , their extension to the 1-extreme directions of M
is uniquely determined. This rigidity property, formulated above as Theorem 3.6,
lies at the heart of our proof of Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 3.6 is an immediate consequence of the following quantitative result.

Theorem 7.1. Let M be a convex body in Rn with nonempty interior. There exist
CM ą 0 and a measure µM , depending only on M , so that suppµM Ď suppSM,M
and

VpK,L,Mq2 ě VpK,K,MqVpL,L,Mq `

CMVpL,L,Mq
 

}hK ´ hL}
2
L2pSB,Mq ´ }hK ´ hL}

2
L2pµM q

(

for all convex bodies K,L in Rn.

The formulation of Theorem 7.1 is subtle due to the measure µM appearing here.
As will be explained in the proof, this measure does not appear to have a canonical
geometric interpretation. Ideally, one would have liked to prove a version of Theo-
rem 7.1 where µM is replaced by the measure SM,M{hM that appears in Theorem
6.1. If this were possible, then one would even obtain a sharp quantitative analogue
of Theorem 2.2 (that is, a stability form of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality). It is
far from clear, however, how such a result might be proved: we do not know how
to directly relate the measures SM,M and SB,M. Fortunately, to characterize the
extremals it suffices to work with the measure µM in Theorem 7.1, which may be
viewed as a projection of SB,M on the 0-extreme normal vectors of M .

Remark 7.2. Spectrally, a stability form of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality

VpK,L,Mq2
?
ě VpK,K,MqVpL,L,Mq `

CMVpL,L,Mq inf
vPRn,aě0

}hK ´ ahL ´ xv, ¨ y}
2
L2pSB,Mq

may be shown as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 to be equivalent to the following: (i)
the kernel of the operator A in Theorem 5.1 consists only of linear functions (which
characterizes the extremals); and (ii) the remainder of the spectrum is separated
from zero by a positive constant (which quantifies the deficit). If A were to have
compact resolvent, then (ii) would follow directly from (i) by discreteness of the
spectrum. Unfortunately, as we will see in section 8, it is not true in general that A
has compact resolvent. For this reason, it is far from clear whether we might expect
even in principle to replace µM by SM,M{hM in Theorem 7.1. Understanding the
answer to this question would be of considerable interest.
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The rest of this section is organized as follows. In section 7.1, we complete the
proof of Theorem 2.2 using Theorems 6.1 and 7.1. Sections 7.2 and 7.3 are devoted
to the proof of Theorem 7.1. In section 7.2, we consider the special case where M
is a polytope. We then extend the conclusion to general bodies M in section 7.3.

7.1. Proof of Theorem 2.2. Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 7.1, let
us show how Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 combine to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Note that the if direction of Theorem 2.2 was already proved by Schneider [36] by
a slightly different method; it is the only if direction that is new. For completeness,
we include a proof here of both directions using the methods of this paper.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. In the following, we assume that K,L,M are convex bodies
in Rn such that M has nonempty interior and VpL,L,Mq ą 0.

Suppose first that there exist a ě 0 and v P Rn so that K and aL` v have the
same supporting hyperplanes in all 1-extreme normal directions of M . Then

hK ´ ahL “ xv, ¨ y SB,M-a.e.
by Theorem 4.4. Therefore, denoting by A and E the operator and quadratic form
of Theorem 5.1, we have hK ´ahL P ker A and EphL, hLq “ VpL,L,Mq ą 0. Thus
equality in (1.5) follows from Lemma 3.1.

Conversely, suppose that we have equality in (1.5). By translation-invariance of
mixed volumes, we may assume without loss of generality that 0 P intM . Then
Theorem 6.1 implies that there exist a ě 0 and v P Rn such that

δ :“ hK ´ ahL ´ xv, ¨ y “ 0 SM,M-a.e.
(note that the infimum in Theorem 6.1 is clearly attained, as it is the minimum of
a nonnegative quadratic function).

By continuity, it follows that δ vanishes on suppµM Ď suppSM,M, where µM is
as in Theorem 7.1. Consequently, applying Theorem 7.1 with L ÞÑ aL` v yields

δ “ hK ´ ahL ´ xv, ¨ y “ 0 SB,M-a.e.,
where we have used the invariance of Minkowski’s quadratic inequality under trans-
lation and scaling of L. By continuity, it follows that δ vanishes on suppSB,M. Thus
Theorem 4.4 implies that K and aL` v have the same supporting hyperplanes in
all 1-extreme normal directions of M , completing the proof. �

7.2. Proof of Theorem 7.1: polytopes. In this section we consider the case that
M is a polytope with nonempty interior. At a qualitative level, the rigidity property
of the extremals of Minkowski’s inequality admits in this case a very intuitive
interpretation. Suppose we have equality in (1.5), so that f :“ hK ´ ahL P ker A
for some a ě 0. Suppose in addition that we have fixed the values of f in the
0-extreme normal directions of M , which are in this case the vertices of the metric
graph associated to M . Then it follows from Theorem 5.7 that f solves the Dirichlet
problem f2 ` f “ 0 on each edge of the metric graph with boundary data on the
vertices. It is readily verified by explicit computation that this one-dimensional
Dirichlet problem has a unique solution as long as the lengths of all the edges are
less than π, which must be the case as M has nonempty interior. Thus the value
of f is uniquely determined on the 1-extreme normal directions of M once we have
fixed its values on the 0-extreme normal directions.

This intuitive argument appears to be rather special to the case of polytopes: for
a general body M , the structure of the sets of 0- and 1-extreme normal vectors can
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be highly irregular, and it is far from clear even how to make sense of the Dirichlet
problem in this setting. Instead, we will proceed by developing a quantitative
formulation of the above intuition for polytopes. The key point is to find the
“right” formulation that does not degenerate when we approximate an arbitrary
convex body M by polytopes. Once such a formulation has been found, we will be
able to extend its conclusion to the general setting by taking limits.

We now proceed to make these ideas precise. In the rest of this subsection, M
will be a polytope in Rn with nonempty interior, and we adopt without further
comment the definitions and notation of section 5.2. Our starting point is the
following Poincaré-type inequality on a single edge of the metric graph.

Lemma 7.3. Let M be a polytope in Rn with nonempty interior, and let F „ F 1

be neighboring facets. Then for any function f P H1peF,F 1q and 0 ă ε ă 1, we have

l2F,F 1

ż

eF,F 1

pf 1q2 dH1 ě p1´ εq2π2
ż

eF,F 1

f2 dH1 ´
2
ε
lF,F 1tfpnF q

2 ` fpnF 1q
2u.

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that F ď F 1, and recall that we parame-
trize functions f : eF,F 1 Ñ R as fpθq for θ P r0, lF,F 1s, where θ “ 0 corresponds to
vertex nF and θ “ lF,F 1 corresponds to vertex nF 1 . Define the function

ypθq :“ cos
ˆ

p1´ εqπ
lF,F 1

ˆ

θ ´
lF,F 1

2

˙˙

,

and note that ypθq ą 0 for θ P r0, lF,F 1s. Defining g :“ f{y, we compute
ż lF,F 1

0
pf 1q2 dθ “

ż lF,F 1

0
tpg1q2y2 ` g2py1q2 ` pg2q1yy1u dθ

“

ż lF,F 1

0
tpg1q2y2 ´ g2yy2u dθ ` g2yy1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

lF,F 1

0
,

where we integrated the last term by parts. But note that

yy2 “ ´
p1´ εq2π2

l2F,F 1
y2,

y1

y
p0q “ ´y

1

y
plF,F 1q “

p1´ εqπ
lF,F 1

tan
ˆ

p1´ εqπ
2

˙

ď
2

lF,F 1ε
.

It follows that
ż lF,F 1

0
pf 1q2 dθ ě

p1´ εq2π2

l2F,F 1

ż lF,F 1

0
f2 dθ ´

2
lF,F 1ε

tfplF,F 1q
2 ` fp0q2u.

Rearranging this expression yields the conclusion. �

Remark 7.4. Let us note that Lemma 7.3 may indeed be viewed as a quantitative
formulation of uniqueness of the Dirichlet problem on an edge. Indeed, suppose
f1, f2 both satisfy f2i ` fi “ 0 on eF,F 1 , and that f1, f2 agree on the vertices
nF , nF 1 . Then applying Lemma 7.3 to f “ f1 ´ f2 and letting εÑ 0 yields

0 “ ´l2F,F 1
ż

eF,F 1

fpf2 ` fq dH1 “ l2F,F 1

ż

eF,F 1

tpf 1q2 ´ f2u dH1 ě C

ż

eF,F 1

f2 dH1

with C “ π2 ´ l2F,F 1 , where we integrated by parts in the second equality. Thus
provided lF,F 1 ă π, the two solutions must coincide f1 “ f2.

Next, we note that when M has nonempty interior, then the lengths lF,F 1 of all
edges must be bounded away from π. The following lemma quantifies this idea.
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Lemma 7.5. Let M be a polytope in Rn such that rB ĎM Ď RB. Then

tan
ˆ

lF,F 1

2

˙

ď
R

r
for all eF,F 1 P E.

In particular, we can estimate

l2F,F 1 ď π2
ˆ

1´ r2

R2 ` r2

˙

for all eF,F 1 P E.

Proof. Define for every facet F P F the supporting hyperplane
HF :“ tx P Rn : xnF , xy “ hM pnF qu.

Let F „ F 1 be neighboring facets. We make the following claims.
a. We claim that hM pnF q ě r and hM pnF 1q ě r. Indeed, note that as rB ĎM , we

have hM pnF q ě hrBpnF q “ r, and similarly for F 1.
b. We claim that HF XHF 1 XRB ‰ ∅. Indeed, this follows readily by noting that

F X F 1 Ă HF XHF 1 and ∅ ‰ F X F 1 ĂM Ď RB.
Now note that we can write for any x P Rn

}x}2 “ xx, nF y
2 `

pxx, nF 1y ´ cosplF,F 1qxx, nF yq2
sinplF,F 1q2

` }PtnF ,nF 1u
Kx}2,

where we used xnF , nF 1y “ cosplF,F 1q. Thus

R2 ě inf
xPHFXHF 1

}x}2 “ hM pnF q
2 `

phM pnF 1q ´ cosplF,F 1qhM pnF qq2
sinplF,F 1q2

by claim b above. Applying claim a yields

R2 ě r2
ˆ

1` p1´ cosplF,F 1qq2
sinplF,F 1q2

˙

provided π
2 ď lF,F 1 ă π. It follows that

tan
ˆ

lF,F 1

2

˙

“
1´ cosplF,F 1q

sinplF,F 1q
ď
R

r
.

Indeed, for π
2 ď lF,F 1 ă π this is immediate from the previous expression, while

for lF,F 1 ă π
2 this follows as tanpπ4 q “ 1 ď R

r . To deduce the second part of the
statement, it remains to note that 4 arctanpxq2 ď π2x2{p1` x2q. �

Combining Lemmas 7.3 and 7.5 yields the following.

Corollary 7.6. Let M be a polytope in Rn such that rB Ď M Ď RB. Then for
any neighboring facets F „ F 1 of M and any function f P H1peF,F 1q, we have

ż

eF,F 1

tpf 1q2 ´ f2u dH1 ě
r2

2R2

ż

eF,F 1

f2 dH1 ´
4R2

r2 lF,F 1tfpnF q
2 ` fpnF 1q

2u.

Proof. Applying Lemma 7.5 to the left-hand side of Lemma 7.3 and rearranging
the resulting expression yields the following inequality:

ż

eF,F 1

tpf 1q2 ´ f2u dH1 ě

ˆ

R2 ` r2

R2 p1´ εq2 ´ 1
˙
ż

eF,F 1

f2 dH1

´
R2 ` r2

R2
2
επ2 lF,F 1tfpnF q

2 ` fpnF 1q
2u.
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Now choose ε “ r2

4pR2`r2q
. Then

R2 ` r2

R2 p1´ εq2 ´ 1 ě R2 ` r2

R2 p1´ 2εq ´ 1 “ r2

2R2 ,

while
R2 ` r2

R2
2
επ2 “

8
π2
pR2 ` r2q2

r2R2 ď
32
π2
R2

r2 .

To conclude, we estimate 32
π2 ď 4 for aesthetic appeal. �

We are now ready to prove a form of Theorem 7.1 for polytopes.

Proposition 7.7. Let M be a polytope in Rn such that rB Ď M Ď RB. Define a
measure µM on the vertices of the associated metric graph by setting

µM ptnF uq :“ 1
n´ 1

ÿ

F 1:F 1„F
Hn´2pF X F 1q lF,F 1

for all facets F of M . Then we have

VpK,L,Mq2 ě VpK,K,MqVpL,L,Mq

` VpL,L,Mq

ˆ

r2

2nR2

ż

phK ´ hLq
2 dSB,M ´

4R2

nr2

ż

phK ´ hLq
2 dµM

˙

for all convex bodies K,L in Rn.

Proof. Let E be the quadratic form of Theorem 5.7 and f P Dom E . Multiplying
the inequality of Corollary 7.6 by Hn´2pF XF 1q and summing over all edges yields

0 ě Epf, fq ` r2

2nR2

ż

f2 dSB,M ´
4R2

nr2

ż

f2 dµM .

Now let f “ hK ´ hL. Then we obtain

0 ě VpK,K,Mq ´ 2 VpK,L,Mq ` VpL,L,Mq

`
r2

2nR2

ż

phK ´ hLq
2 dSB,M ´

4R2

nr2

ż

phK ´ hLq
2 dµM .

It remains to note that

VpK,K,Mq ´ 2 VpK,L,Mq ` VpL,L,Mq ě VpK,K,Mq ´
VpK,L,Mq2

VpL,L,Mq

when VpL,L,Mq ą 0, so the conclusion follows readily in this case. On the other
hand, when VpL,L,Mq “ 0 the conclusion is trivial. �

7.3. Proof of Theorem 7.1: general case. In order to prove Theorem 7.1 for
an arbitrary convex body M , we will approximate it by polytopes and take limits
in Proposition 7.7. The main issue that we will encounter is to understand the
behavior of the measure µM under taking limits.

At first sight, one might hope that µM is a natural geometric object that remains
meaningful for arbitrary convex bodies, just like SB,M or SM,M. This does not
appear to be the case, however. It is important to note that even within the
class of polytopes, the measure µM is not continuous with respect to Hausdorff
convergence, as is illustrated by the following example.
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F

ε

εÑ 0

Figure 7.1. Example of discontinuity of the measure µM .

Example 7.8. Consider a cube Mε with one of its edges sliced off at width ε; this
construction is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Then Mε has, for all ε ą 0, an additional
facet F as compared to M0. It is readily seen that infεą0 µMε

ptnF uq ą 0, while
µM0ptnF uq “ 0. Thus Mε ÑM0 but µMε Ñ µM0 as εÑ 0.

For a polytope M , Theorem 5.7 shows that the mass assigned by µM to a vertex
of the metric graph is precisely the SB,M-measure of its incident edges. We may
therefore view µM as a kind of projection of SB,M onto the 0-extreme normal vectors
of M . It is not clear, however, what this might mean for a general convex body M ,
and the above example illustrates that one cannot hope to canonically define such
projections by approximation of general bodies by polytopes. Nonetheless, as

µM pS
n´1q “ 2SB,MpSn´1q “ 2nVpB,B,Mq

by Theorem 5.7, the total mass of µM is uniformly bounded for any convergent se-
quence of polytopes, and we may therefore extract a weakly convergent subsequence
of these measures (using the classical fact that any bounded family of measures on
a compact metric space is relatively sequentially compact for the topology of weak
convergence, cf. [6, Theorem 8.6.2]). While the limiting measure is not uniquely
defined by the limiting body, we can nonetheless guarantee it satisfies our desired
properties by working with specially chosen polytope approximations.
Lemma 7.9. Let M be any convex body in Rn with 0 P intM . Then there exists a
sequence of polytopes Mk in Rn with the following properties:
a. Mk ÑM in Hausdorff metric.
b. There exist r,R ą 0 so that rB ĎMk Ď RB for all k.
c. suppSMk,Mk

Ď suppSM,M for all k.
d. µMk

converges weakly to a limiting measure µM with suppµM Ď suppSM,M.
Proof. Recall that a regular boundary point of M is a point in BM that has a unique
outer normal vector; in particular, the normal vector at a regular boundary point is
0-extreme [40, section 2.2]. Choose a countable dense subset of the regular boundary
points of M , and let tniuiě1 be the corresponding normal directions. Then tniu Ď
suppSM,M by Theorem 4.4. Moreover, as a convex body with nonempty interior
is the intersection of its regular supporting halfspaces [40, Theorem 2.2.6], we have

M “
č

iě1
tx P Rn : xx, niy ď hM pniqu.

Now define
M 1
k :“

č

1ďiďk
tx P Rn : xx, niy ď hM pniqu.

Then we have the following properties.
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i. M 1
k is a polytope for all sufficiently large k.

ii. M 1
k ÑM as k Ñ8 in Hausdorff metric by [40, Lemma 1.8.2].

iii. rB ĎM ĎM 1
k for all k with r ą 0, as 0 P intM .

iv. M 1
k Ď RB for all sufficiently large k with R “ diamM by property ii.

v. suppSM 1
k
,M1

k
Ď tniu1ďiďk Ď suppSM,M for all k by Theorem 4.4.

Now note that when M 1
k Ď RB, we can estimate

µM 1
k
pSn´1q “ 2nVpB,B,M1

kq ď 2nRn´2 VolpBq.

By property iv, the mass of µM 1
k

is uniformly bounded for all sufficiently large k.
We may therefore extract a subsequence tMku of tM 1

ku such that µMk
converges

weakly to a limiting measure µM , and such that properties a–c in the statement
of the Lemma hold. It remains to show that suppµM Ď suppSM,M; this follows
immediately, however, as suppµMk

“ suppSMk,Mk
Ď suppSM,M for all k. �

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 7.1.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. By translation-invariance of mixed volumes and mixed area
measures, we may assume without loss of generality that 0 P intM . Define the
sequence of polytopes Mk and the measure µM as in Lemma 7.9. Applying Propo-
sition 7.7 to Mk and taking the limit as k Ñ8, the conclusion follows readily from
Theorem 4.3. (For aesthetic reasons, we have rescaled the definition of the measure
µM in the statement of Theorem 7.1 so that only a single constant CM appears;
this makes no difference, of course, to the statement of the result.) �

8. The lower-dimensional case

In the setting of Theorem 2.2, we have seen that the extremals of Minkowski’s
inequality have a simple spectral interpretation: the kernel of the operator A of
Theorem 5.1 always contains the linear functions, and Theorem 2.2 shows that
when M has nonempty interior, these are the only elements of the kernel that are
differences of support functions of convex bodies.

When M is a lower-dimensional body, however, Theorem 2.3 states that new
equality cases appear. Thus, unlike in the full-dimensional case, nonlinear differ-
ences of support functions can appear in the kernel of A . This may suggest that the
lower-dimensional situation is more complicated, as we must understand the new
elements of the kernel. In fact, somewhat surprisingly, the lower-dimensional situa-
tion turns out to be considerably simpler: when M has empty interior, the operator
A can be described explicitly in complete generality (i.e., not just in special cases
such as smooth bodies or polytopes). Once the operator has been constructed, we
will be able to compute its kernel directly, and the proof of Theorem 2.3 will follow.
These ideas will be developed in the remainder of this section.

To gain some insight into the lower-dimensional situation, it is instructive to
consider first the case of a lower-dimensional polytope M Ă wK for some w P Sn´1.
The following discussion is illustrated in Figure 8.1. To understand the operator
associated to M , we first approximate it by the “cylinder” Mε :“M`εr0, ws which
has nonempty interior. The body Mε has two types of facets:
1. Two facets with normals ˘w are translates of M .
2. The remaining facet normals are the normals of the pn´ 2q-faces of M in wK.
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SB,Mεpeq “ Opεq

Gε “

εMε “

G “

M “

εÑ 0

εÑ 0

Figure 8.1. Metric graph associated to a polytope with empty interior.

The body Mε defines a quantum graph according to Theorem 5.7. We now formally
let εÑ 0 and investigate what happens to the quantum graph in the limit. For each
pair of facets F „ F 1 of Mε of type 2, we evidently have Hn´2pF X F 1q “ Opεq.
Thus all edges in the quantum graph associated to Mε that lie in wK vanish as
εÑ 0. Consequently, the limiting graph has an extremely simple structure: it has
exactly two vertices at the antipodal points ˘w; and its edges are the geodesic arcs
between ˘w in the directions of the pn´ 2q-faces of M in wK.

This structure also explains why additional equality cases appear in the lower-
dimensional setting: as all edges of the graph associated to M have length π, the
solution to the Dirichlet problem A f “ 1

ntf
2 ` fu “ 0 on each edge is no longer

unique. Indeed, if f is such a solution on a given edge, then θ ÞÑ fpθq ` a sinpθq
is also a solution with the same boundary data on the vertices for any a P R.
This resonance phenomenon results in many new elements of the kernel of A in
the setting of lower-dimensional polytopes. Because of the simple structure of the
graph, however, one can compute all elements of ker A explicitly, and we encounter
none of the challenges that arose in the full-dimensional setting.

It is not difficult to work out the details of the above argument for polytopes.
In this case, Theorem 2.3 was proved in [39, Theorem 4.2] (see also [14]) from a
somewhat different perspective. However, we will show below that essentially the
same construction remains valid when M is any lower-dimensional convex body. In
this case, the operator A turns out to be very similar to the quantum graph of a
lower-dimensional polytope, except there may now be an infinite (even uncountable)
number of edges in the graph. Some care must be taken, therefore, to construct this
operator properly and to compute its domain, which will be done in section 8.1.
Once this has been accomplished, however, the proof of Theorem 2.3 will follow
readily in section 8.2 from an explicit computation of ker A .

8.1. Construction of the operator. Throughout this section, we fix w P Sn´1

and a convex body M Ă wK. We define the measure SM on Sn´1 X wK to be the
area measure of M when viewed as a convex body in wK, that is,

SMpAq :“ Hn´2ptx P wK : x P F pM,uq for some u P Auq
for A Ď Sn´1 X wK. We will assume that dimM ě n´ 2, so that SM ı 0.
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In view of the structure illustrated in Figure 8.1, it will be convenient to param-
etrize Sn´1 in polar coordinates pθ, zq P r0, πs ˆ pSn´1 X wKq as

ι : r0, πs ˆ pSn´1 X wKq Ñ Sn´1, ιpθ, zq :“ w cos θ ` z sin θ.

Note that the parametrization is unique except at θ P t0, πu, where ιp0, zq “ w and
ιpπ, zq “ ´w for every z. Therefore, a continuous function f P C0pSn´1q is given in
this parametrization by a function fpθ, zq such that fp0, ¨ q and fpπ, ¨ q are constant
functions. Note, however, that the directional derivatives Bf

Bθ pθ, ¨ q are generally not
constant functions at θ P t0, πu even when f P C1pSn´1q.

The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 8.1. Let w P Sn´1 and let M Ă wK be a convex body with dimM ě n´2.
Then for any f : Sn´1 Ñ R, we have

ż

f dSB,M “
1

n´ 1

ż π

0

ż

Sn´1XwK
fpθ, zqSMpdzq dθ.

Moreover, the operator A defined by

A fpθ, zq “
1
n

"

B2f

Bθ2 pθ, zq ` fpθ, zq

*

with

Dom A “

"

f P L2pSB,Mq : fp ¨ , zq P H2pp0, πqq for SM-a.e. z,

B2f

Bθ2 P L
2pSB,Mq, fp0, ¨ q and fpπ, ¨ q are SM-a.e. constant,

ż

Sn´1XwK

Bf

Bθ
pθ, zqSMpdzq “ 0 for θ P t0, πu

*

is self-adjoint on L2pSB,Mq and satisfies all the properties of Theorem 5.1.

Remark 8.2. With some additional work, one can show that the operator A of
Theorem 8.1 is in fact the one constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.1, that is,
it is the Friedrichs extension of (5.2) in the present setting. This is not needed,
however, for the applications of this theorem, and the particularly simple structure
of the present setting enables us to short-circuit some technical arguments.

The proof of Theorem 8.1 is similar to that of Theorem 5.7. We begin by making
precise the procedure illustrated in Figure 8.1.

Lemma 8.3. Let w P Sn´1, let M Ă wK be a convex body with dimM ě n ´ 2,
and let K be a convex body of class C2

`. Then
ż

f dSK,M “
1

n´ 1

ż π

0

ż

Sn´1XwK

"

B2hK
Bθ2 pθ, zq ` hKpθ, zq

*

fpθ, zqSMpdzq dθ.

Proof. Suppose first that M is a polytope of dimension dimM “ n ´ 1. Denote
by FM the set of its pn ´ 2q-dimensional faces, and by nF P Sn´1 X wK the outer
normal of F P FM when viewed as a convex body in wK. Now define for ε ą 0 the
convex body Mε :“M ` εr0, ws in Rn. Then Mε has the following facets:
1. F pMε, wq “M ` εw and F pMε,´wq “M .
2. F pMε, nF q “ F ` εr0, ws for F P FM .
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Thus Hn´2pF pMε, nF q X F pMε, nF 1qq “ Opεq for any F, F 1 P FM , so we obtain
ż

f dSK,Mε
“

1
n´ 1

ÿ

FPFM

Hn´2pF q

ż π

0

"

B2hK
Bθ2 pθ, nF q ` hKpθ, nF q

*

fpθ, nF q dθ `Opεq

for any continuous function f by Proposition 5.8. Letting εÑ 0 using Theorem 4.3,
and noting that SM is, by definition, the measure defined by SMptnF uq “ Hn´2pF q
for F P FM , concludes the proof when M is an pn´ 1q-dimensional polytope.

Now note that any convex body M Ă wK is the limit in Hausdorff metric of a
sequence of pn ´ 1q-dimensional polytopes in wK [8, p. 39]. Thus the conclusion
extends to arbitrary M by approximation using Theorem 4.3. �

The expression for SB,M in Theorem 8.1 follows immediately from Lemma 8.3.
We now turn our attention to proving that A is self-adjoint on L2pSB,Mq.

Lemma 8.4. The operator A of Theorem 8.1 is self-adjoint.

Proof. Note first that if f, g P Dom A , then

xf,A gyL2pSB,Mq “
1

npn´ 1q

ż π

0

ż

Sn´1XwK
fpθ, zq

"

B2g

Bθ2 pθ, zq ` gpθ, zq

*

SMpdzq dθ

“
1

npn´ 1q

ż π

0

ż

Sn´1XwK

"

fpθ, zq gpθ, zq ´
Bf

Bθ
pθ, zq

Bg

Bθ
pθ, zq

*

SMpdzq dθ

`
1

npn´ 1q

ż

Sn´1XwK
fpθ, zq

Bg

Bθ
pθ, zqSMpdzq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θ“π

θ“0
,

where we integrated by parts. But the definition of Dom A ensures that the bound-
ary term vanishes. It follows that A is a symmetric operator, and in particular
Dom A Ď Dom A ˚. It therefore remains to prove the converse inclusion.

Fix in the rest of the proof f P Dom A ˚. We must show that f satisfies each of
the defining properties of Dom A .

First, note that for any smooth compactly supported function ϕ P C80 pp0, πqq
and any h P L2pSMq, the function gpθ, zq :“ ϕpθqhpzq satisfies g P Dom A . Thus

1
npn´ 1q

ż
„
ż π

0
fpθ, zq tϕ2pθq ` ϕpθqu dθ



hpzqSMpdzq “ xf,A gyL2pSB,Mq

“ xA ˚f, gyL2pSB,Mq “
1

n´ 1

ż
„
ż π

0
A ˚fpθ, zqϕpθq dθ



hpzqSMpdzq.

As h is arbitrary, we have
ż π

0
fpθ, zqϕ2pθq dθ “

ż π

0
pnA ˚ ´ Iqfpθ, zqϕpθq dθ for SM-a.e. z

for any ϕ P C80 pp0, πqq. As H2pp0, πqq is separable [19, section 7.5], this identity
remains valid simultaneously for all ϕ P C80 pp0, πqq (that is, the exceptional set
may be chosen independent of ϕ). As pnA ˚ ´ Iqfp ¨ , zq P L2pp0, πqq for SM-a.e.
z by Fubini’s theorem, we have shown that fp ¨ , zq P H2pp0, πqq for SM-a.e. z and
that A ˚f “ 1

nt
B

2f
Bθ2 ` fu SB,M-a.e. (in particular, B

2f
Bθ2 P L

2pSB,Mq).
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It remains only to establish the vertex boundary conditions at θ P t0, πu. To
this end, note first that if g P Dom A is arbitrary, then

xf,A gyL2pSB,Mq “ xA
˚f, gyL2pSB,Mq “ x

1
nt
B

2f
Bθ2 ` fu, gyL2pSB,Mq.

Integrating by parts as in the beginning of the proof shows that
ż

Sn´1XwK

"

fpθ, zq
Bg

Bθ
pθ, zq ´ gpθ, zq

Bf

Bθ
pθ, zq

*

SMpdzq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θ“π

θ“0
“ 0

for every g P Dom A . We choose a different test function g to deduce each boundary
condition. First, let gpθ, zq :“ 1˘ cospθq. Then g P Dom A , so we conclude

ż

Sn´1XwK

Bf

Bθ
pθ, zqSMpdzq “ 0 for θ P t0, πu.

Next, let gpθ, zq :“ sinpkθqhpzq for k “ 1, 2 and h P L2pSMq with
ş

h dSM “ 0.
Then g P Dom A , so we conclude that

ż

Sn´1XwK
fp0, zqhpzqSMpdzq “

ż

Sn´1XwK
fpπ, zqhpzqSMpdzq “ 0.

As this holds for all h of the above form, it must be the case that fp0, ¨ q and fpπ, ¨ q
are SM-a.e. constant. The proof is complete. �

The reason that the setting of this section is particularly simple is that we can
compute the full spectral decomposition of A .

Lemma 8.5. The operator A of Theorem 8.1 satisfies

spec A “ tλk : k P Z`u, λk :“ 1´ k2

n
.

Moreover, the eigenspace Ek associated to eigenvalue λk is given by

Ek :“
"

f : fpθ, zq “ hpzq sinpkθq ` a cospkθq, a P R, h P L2pSMq,

ż

h dSM “ 0
*

.

Proof. Let Ek be the spaces defined in the statement of the lemma. It is readily
verified that Ek Ă Dom A and A f “ λkf for each k and f P Ek.

We now claim that

E :“ span
˜

ď

kě0
Ek

¸

“ L2pSB,Mq.

As SB,M is a product measure on r0, πsˆ pSn´1XwKq, it suffices to show that any
function of the form gpθ, zq :“ ϕpθqhpzq with ϕ P L2pr0, πsq and h P L2pSMq lies in
E. To this end, note that both tsinpkθq : k ě 1u and tcospkθq : k ě 0u are complete
orthogonal bases of L2pr0, πsq (these are the Dirichlet and Neumann eigenfunctions
of the Laplacian on r0, πs, respectively). Thus we may write

ϕpθq “
ÿ

kě0
ak cospkθq “

ÿ

kě1
bk sinpkθq

in L2pr0, πsq for some coefficient sequences ak, bk. Moreover, we can evidently write
hpzq “ h0pzq ` c where h0 P L

2pSMq and
ş

h0 dSM “ 0. Thus

gpθ, zq “
ÿ

kě0
tbkh0pzq sinpkθq ` cak cospkθqu P E,

completing the proof of the claim.
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Denote by Pk the orthogonal projection in L2pSB,Mq onto Ek. As the eigenspaces
of a self-adjoint operator are orthogonal, it follows that

I “
ÿ

kě0
Pk ď

ÿ

kě0
1tλkupA q “ 1tλk:kPZ`upA q ď I.

Thus spec A “ tλk : k P Z`u and Pk “ 1tλkupA q for all k. �

Finally, we make the following simple observation.

Lemma 8.6. In the setting of Theorem 8.1, we have C2pSn´1q Ă Dom A .

Proof. It suffices to note that for f P C2pSn´1q, we have
ż

Bf

Bθ
p0, zqSMpdzq “

ż

xz,∇fpwqySMpdzq “ 0

and
ż

Bf

Bθ
pπ, zqSMpdzq “

ż

xz,∇fp´wqySMpdzq “ 0

by Lemma 4.2(e). The remaining properties are trivial. �

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 8.1.

Proof of Theorem 8.1. The expression for SB,M follows from Lemma 8.3, and self-
adjointness of A on L2pSB,Mq was proved in Lemma 8.4. Properties a–c of Theo-
rem 5.1 can be read off from Lemma 8.5.

Finally, note that by Lemmas 8.3 and 8.6, the operator A agrees with (5.2) on
C2pSn´1q. Thus the closed quadratic form associated to A is a closed extension
of its restriction to C2pSn´1q. The quadratic form E of Theorem 5.1 is the small-
est such extension (the Friedrichs extension); thus properties d–e of Theorem 5.1
remain valid in the present setting (and for any other closed extension of E). �

Remark 8.7. Unless M is a polytope, Lemma 8.5 implies that the eigenspaces
of A are infinite-dimensional. Thus A does not have a compact resolvent. This
provides an explicit example of the issue that was highlighted in Remark 5.2. Let
us also note that this phenomenon is not specific to the lower-dimensional setting;
for example, it may be verified that a similar situation occurs if we replace M by
Mε :“M ` εr0, ws, which has nonempty interior. We omit the details.

Remark 8.8. Even when M has nonempty interior, we have only established that
ker A XthQ´hR : Q,R convex bodiesu consists of linear functions. A function that
is not a difference of support functions does not give rise to extremals of Minkowski’s
inequality, so is not relevant for the purposes of this paper. Nonetheless, one may
wonder whether it is possible that ker A contains such functions.

When M has empty interior, Lemma 8.5 shows that this may in fact happen.
Indeed, as the function h P L2pSMq need only be measurable, it is perfectly possible
in general to construct eigenfunctions that do not admit a continuous extension to
Sn´1. Such eigenfunctions cannot arise as the difference of support functions, as
support functions are always continuous. Thus ker A may contain many elements
that do not contribute to the characterization of extremals.

It is natural to conjecture that when M has nonempty interior, such examples
cannot occur and that ker A consists only of linear functions (cf. Remark 7.2).
Such a result cannot be achieved, however, by the methods of this paper. The key
obstruction is the theory of section 7: that suppµM Ď suppSM,M only guarantees
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that continuous functions that vanish SM,M-a.e. must vanish µM -a.e., so we cannot
rule out discontinuous elements of ker A by this method.

8.2. Proof of Theorem 2.3. By Lemma 3.1, understanding the equality cases of
Minkowski’s quadratic inequality reduces to understanding the kernel of A . In the
present setting, however, we have already computed the kernel in Lemma 8.5. It
therefore remains to furnish its elements with a geometric interpretation.

Before we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.3, however, we must extend the con-
clusion of Theorem 4.4 to the present setting.

Lemma 8.9. Let w P Sn´1 and let M Ă wK be a convex body with dimM ě n´2.
Then suppSB,M “ cltu P Sn´1 : u is a 1-extreme normal vector of Mu.

Proof. As w is normal to every point in M , a vector u P Sn´1 is normal to a given
point in M if and only if its projection PwKu is normal to that point. In particular,
it follows readily that u ‰ w is a 1-extreme normal vector of M if and only if PwKu
is a 0-extreme normal vector of M when viewed as a convex body in wK.

Now note that, by the expression for SB,M given in Theorem 8.1, we have
suppSB,M “ r0, πs ˆ suppSM (in polar coordinates). When dimM “ n ´ 1, we
have suppSM “ clt0-extreme normal vectors of M in wKu by Theorem 4.4, and
the conclusion follows. On the other hand, when dimM “ n ´ 2, we have M Ă

spantv, wuK for some v K w. Thus ˘v are the only 0-extreme normal directions of
M in wK. On the other hand, it follows readily from the definition that suppSM “

t˘vu in this case, so that the conclusion again follows. �

We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2.3.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. By translation-invariance of mixed volumes, we may assume
without loss of generality that M Ă wK. Moreover, we may assume dimM ě n´2,
as otherwise VpL,L,Mq “ 0 for all bodies L [40, Theorem 5.1.8].

Now let K,L be any convex bodies in Rn with VpL,L,Mq ą 0. By Theorem 8.1
and Lemma 3.1, we have equality in Minkowski’s inequality

VpK,L,Mq2 “ VpK,K,MqVpL,L,Mq

if and only if hK ´ ahL P ker A for some a P R. Thus the proof will be concluded
once we establish that the following two statements are equivalent:
1. hK ´ ahL P ker A for some a P R.

2. L̃ :“ VpK,L,Mq

VpL,L,Mq
L has the property that K ` F pL̃, wq and L̃ ` F pK,wq have the

same supporting hyperplanes in all 1-extreme normal directions of M .
Let us prove each in turn.

1 ñ 2. Let hK ´ ahL P ker A . First, note that
0 “ xhL,A phK ´ ahLqyL2pSB,Mq “ VpK,L,Mq ´ aVpL,L,Mq

by Theorem 8.1. Thus we must have

a “
VpK,L,Mq

VpL,L,Mq
,

and it follows that L̃ “ aL. To proceed, we observe that Lemma 8.5 implies that
hKpθ, zq ´ hL̃pθ, zq “ ηpzq sin θ ` α cos θ SB,M-a.e. pθ, zq
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for some α P R and η P L2pSMq with
ş

η dSM “ 0. Evidently
α “ hKp0, zq ´ hL̃p0, zq “ hKpwq ´ hL̃pwq,

and

ηpzq “
BhK
Bθ

p0, zq ´ BhL̃
Bθ
p0, zq “ ∇zhKpwq ´∇zhL̃pwq “ hF pK,wqpzq ´ hF pL̃,wqpzq

by Lemma 4.9. But note that at the point x “ w cos θ`z sin θ P Sn´1 corresponding
to the polar coordinates pθ, zq, we can write using F pK,wq ´ whKpwq Ă wK

hF pK,wqpxq “ hF pK,wqpzq sin θ ` hKpwq cos θ.

The analogous formula holds for L̃, and we conclude that
hKpxq ´ hL̃pxq “ hF pK,wqpxq ´ hF pL̃,wqpxq SB,M-a.e. x.

By continuity of support functions, this identity remains valid for all x P suppSB,M,
and the implication 1 ñ 2 follows by Lemma 8.9.

2 ñ 1. By Lemma 8.9 and continuity, we can assume
hKpxq ´ hL̃pxq “ hF pK,wqpxq ´ hF pL̃,wqpxq for x P suppSB,M.

We will prove directly that this implies equality in Minkowski’s quadratic inequality
(and hence hK ´ ahL P ker A by Lemma 3.1).

We begin by noting that suppSC,M “ suppSB,M for every body C of class C2
`

by Lemma 8.3. Thus Theorem 4.3 implies that suppSC,M Ď suppSB,M for any
convex body C. Choosing C “ F pK,wq and C “ F pL̃, wq, respectively, we find

VphK ´ hL̃, hF pK,wq ´ hF pL̃,wq,Mq

“
1
n

ż

phK ´ hL̃q dShF pK,wq´hF pL̃,wq,M

“
1
n

ż

phF pK,wq ´ hF pL̃,wqq dShF pK,wq´hF pL̃,wq,M

“ VphF pK,wq ´ hF pL̃,wq, hF pK,wq ´ hF pL̃,wq,Mq “ 0,

where the last equality holds as dimpF pK,wq ` F pL̃, wq `Mq ă n. On the other
hand, choosing C “ K and C “ L̃, we obtain similarly

VphK ´ hL̃, hK ´ hL̃,Mq “ VphF pK,wq ´ hF pL̃,wq, hK ´ hL̃,Mq “ 0.
Thus we have shown that

VpK,K,Mq ´ 2 VpK, L̃,Mq ` VpL̃, L̃,Mq “ 0.

The conclusion follows by substituting L̃ “ VpK,L,Mq

VpL,L,Mq
L into this expression. �
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